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Activated carbon nanofiber (ACNF), as a novel electrospun polyacrylonitrile-based sorptive material,
takes advantage of nanoscale fabrication to reduce mass transfer limitations while maintaining a membrane
structure. Steam activated ACNF has been compared with commercial activated carbons and exhibits fast
sorption rates and capacity for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. However, to increase effectiveness for
difficult to remove micropollutants, changes to the surface chemistry was required. For the initial
modification to introduce carboxylic acids on the surface, a range of oxidants were compared including
nitric acid, nitric acid and sulfuric acid, potassium permanganate, osmium tetroxide followed with
potassium permanganate or oxone®, and ruthenium tetroxide. Among these reactions, permanganate or
osmium tetroxide followed by permanganate pathways were favored because of the simple operation,
potential for forming carboxylic acids, and limited degradation of the oxidized ACNF structure. Following
carboxylation, various pathways to attach ethylenediamine (EDA) were tested to enhance surface
interactions with charged pollutants. EDA was successfully attached using thionyl chloride or oxalyl
chloride to form the reactive acyl chloride prior to a substitution reaction. The EDA functionalized materials
had higher binding constants than the carboxylated control with Pb2+ as indicated by less competition with
an aqueous competing ligand. However, the direct chemical functionalization on ACNF reduced the pore
structure and strength of the membrane form. Alternatively, functionalized CNT and CNF composites were
prepared. Instead of direct modification of ACNF, CNT was pre- or post-functionalized and mixed into the
CNF precursor solution with templating agent phthalic acid. With these components, mesopore dominant
functionalized CNT and CNF composites were synthesized. Adsorption of pharmaceutical compounds was
compared between ACNF and functionalized or non-functionalized CNF-CNT composites. Even with
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less surface area, CNF-CNT composites showed greater adsorption of most pharmaceutical compounds
compared to ACNF, likely due to differences in pore size distributions. When the adsorption was
normalized to surface area, both pre- and post-functionalized CNT composites demonstrated larger
adsorption than non-functionalized materials. While various pathways have been identified that can aid in
generating a nanofibrous carbon material to target micropollutants, alternative functional groups and/or
alternative carbon backbones are needed to increase mesoporosity and effectiveness for a diversity of
micropollutants.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Emerging micropollutants in drinking water and wastewater have raised public concern and become a
serious issue all over the world. Micropollutants include a wide range of pesticides, pharmaceuticals and
personal care products (PPCPs), industrial compounds, fragrances, water treatment by-products, flame
retardants and surfactants (Petrie, Barden et al. 2015). They are usually found at trace concentrations, such
as part per billion or even part per trillion in surface waters, where their presence may have ecological
effects or adverse health effects following chronic exposure (Huerta-Fontela, Galceran et al. 2011). Current
municipal wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) technologies are not very efficient at removing many of
these persistent substances (Luo, Guo et al. 2014). As a result, seeking promising technologies to reduce or
resolve the water quality issues due to micropollutants is urgent. Among various water treatment
methodologies, processes such as ion exchange, chemical oxidation or reduction, membrane filtration an
adsorption processes are most promising for removal of micropollutants.

In this research, we are

developing a nanoscale carbon fiber material with environmentally acceptable functional properties for
targeted micropollutant removal.

1.1. Background
1.1.1. Sorption by Activated Carbon Nanofiber (ACNF)
The potential toxicity of micropollutants and additive effects of multi-contaminant exposure has driven
interest in better processes and effective technologies for the removal of micropollutants. The removal of
micropollutants is best targeted in an advanced treatment step in WWTP for removal of pollutants that are
not easily removed by secondary biological methods. Existing technologies applied in advanced treatment
of micropollutants such as powdered activated carbon, membrane filtration or advanced oxidation can
achieve some removal of micropollutants (Adams, Wang et al. 2002, Filali-Meknassi, Tyagi et al. 2004,
Westerhoff, Yoon et al. 2005). Both membrane filtration and advanced oxidation are energy intensive and
1

not compound specific processes. Sorption is a viable technology due to convenience, ease of operation,
and simplicity of design in use. Sorption by activated carbon material has been characterized as one of the
most effective approaches in water treatment for the removal of organic compounds, especially for
hydrophobic organic compounds (Le Cloirec, Brasquet et al. 1997, Valderrama, Gamisans et al. 2008).
Due to its exceptionally high surface area and well-developed internal porosity, traditional activated
carbons (AC), such as granular activated carbon (GAC) and powdered activated carbon (PAC) are the most
common physical forms in industrial applications for wastewater purification (Metcalf, Eddy et al. 1991).
Both forms of AC have primarily carbon rich, non-polar structures and are most effective at removing
hydrophobic organic contaminants. In practice, GAC has typically been applied as an adsorbent in a packed
bed reactor, while PAC has been applied as a slurry and removed by filtration or settling afterwards
(Tchobanoglous, Burton et al. 2003). The greater particle size of GAC relative to PAC, typically on the
order of 1 mm, creates greater diffusional distances for the contaminant to reach the available specific
surface area. Thus, much faster adsorption rates due to the more accessible specific surface area favors the
use of PAC, while the low head loss in application due to larger particles favors GAC. While PAC is
impractical in flow through aqueous reactors, a major limitation in the application of GAC for organic
contaminant removal is the reduced mass transfer kinetics.
With innovations in nanotechnology, nano-scale carbonaceous materials can be good alternative of
traditional AC. To minimize both the mass-transfer limitations of GAC as well as the increased head loss
of PAC in flow through treatment, various forms of nano- scale carbonaceous materials such as singlewalled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), carbon beads (CBs),
carbon cloth (CC), carbon nanofiber (CNF) and activated carbon nanofiber (ACNF) have been innovated
(Zhang, Shao et al. 2010). The small size, often at the level of nanometer (10-9 m) –scale assemblies of
atoms, nanomaterials constitute a major source of surface area. The high porosity, an interconnected pore
structure and large specific surface area to volume ratios, largely decrease the diffusional distance from the
bulk solution to the sorption sites and ameliorate the poor removal rate of GAC (Yoon, Hsiao et al. 2008).
2

Both the accessible surface area and porosity of carbon nanofiber materials will increase contaminant
sorption at lower head losses.
Nanoscale carbonaceous materials are highly effective in terms of both chemical sorption capacity and
kinetics. For example, CNTs have shown extraordinary sorption adsorption capacity and high adsorption
kinetic for various organic pollutants such as 1,2-dichlorobenzene (Peng, Li et al. 2003), trihalomethanes
(Lu, Chung et al. 2005) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Yang, Zhu et al. 2006). In findings
from Li’s group (Li, Ding et al. 2003), MWCNTs after acid treatment could reach high sorption capacity
of Pb2+, Cu2+ and Cd2+ of 97.08 mg/g, 28.49 mg/g and 10.86 mg/g, respectively. In other words, the metalion sorption capacities of the MWCNTs were 3-4 times larger than those of GAC and PAC with randomly
formed acidic functional groups. CNT and CNF are effective sorbents (Zhang, Shao et al. 2010), but they
are in powdered form and therefore encounter the same head loss and recovery issues as PAC (Che,
Lakshmi et al. 1998). Activated carbon cloth (ACC) has a high specific surface area and fast adsorption
kinetics, but is woven and microfibrous (Brasquet, Rousseau et al. 2000). The benefit of electrospun
materials such as ACNF over other high specific surface area to volume materials is the nonwoven structure
and high porosity that can be used in liquid flow through applications (Burger, Hsiao et al. 2006). Besides,
compared to ACC, electrospinning makes carbon fiber more efficiently. Thus, we will use ACNF as our
representative nano-scale carbonaceous adsorbents for water treatment.

1.1.2. Optimizing chemical modification pathways of ACNF
Though membrane forms of nano-scale carbonaceous materials such as ACNF increase rates of
sorption as well as low head loss due to high porosity, these hydrophobic materials are not particularly
effective in the sorption of more polar or ionic compounds. Therefore, changes to the chemical surface of
carbon nanomaterials would benefit many of the possible applications, for example, that target the sorption
of hydrophilic compounds for water treatment purposes or to stabilize catalysts within the structure. Davis
et al. (1978) suggested that the addition of these functional groups could improve the ionization capability
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of the AC, which may help adsorption capacity and selectivity for a certain adsorbate in the liquid phase.
Surface functionalization of activated carbon materials is common for modification of specific physical
and chemical properties to enhance their affinities towad metal, inorganic and/or organic species present
in aqueous solutions. Considering similar graphite-like structure, CNF (Severini, Formaro et al. 2002,
Rasheed, Howe et al. 2007), CNT (Li, Wang et al. 2003) and GAC (Rivera-Utrilla, Sánchez-Polo et al.
2011) has been devoted plenty of research on tuning surface chemistry. Acidic functional groups (i.e., –
COOH) have usually been attached by simply oxidation reaction of the carbon with acids (Toebes, van
Heeswijk et al. 2004, Rosca, Watari et al. 2005, Zhou, Sui et al. 2007, Datsyuk, Kalyva et al. 2008),
organic and inorganic peroxides (R-O-O-R) (Moreno-Castilla, Ferro-Garcia et al. 1995), ozone (O3)
(Morales-Lara, Pérez-Mendoza et al. 2013), or potassium permanganate (KMnO4) (Hernadi, Siska et al.
2001);
However, these surface chemistry changes can result in loss of pore volume, reduced surface area,
and an increase in mean pore size, through destruction of pore walls (Pradhan and Sandle 1999, Pereira,
Soares et al. 2003, Sullivan, Stone et al. 2007). Besides, different treatments bring presence of different
types of surface functional groups, such as carboxylic acids, lactones, phenols. In all surface oxygen
groups that may formed, carboxylic acid groups not only form a hydrophilic surface and bring acid ligands
that can bond stronger with metal ions or charged organic matters than genuine hydrophobic carbon
surface, but also in particular are a most versatile oxygen functional group for introducing secondary
functionalizations, which can drastically increase the sorption capacity of certain micropollutants in water.
For example, further modification with amidation process after primarily attaching carboxylic acids allows
greater sorption capacity for anionic compounds, like ibuprofen (Cai and Larese-Casanova 2016).
For targeting specific micropollutants by further modification based on successfully attaching
carboxylic acid groups, the introduction of specific oxygen functionalities while minimizing material loss
and/or loss of the carbon nanomaterial macrostructure is therefore not trivial. Some less common oxidants
may be viable alternatives to the traditional but harsh oxidants (Rivera-Utrilla, Sánchez-Polo et al. 2011).
4

For instance, osmium tetroxide (OsO4) and ruthenium tetroxide (RuO4) are powerful and very selective
oxidants, known to specifically functionalize olefinic or pseudo-olefinic double bonds. They have been
applied to open the ends of carbon nanotubes, introducing ketone functionalities (Hwang 1995). Literature
evidence suggests that while RuO4 is capable of transforming a C=C double bond to a bis-ketone in one
step, OsO4 forms an osmate ester that requires a secondary oxidation to affect C=C bond cleavage.
However, there is a choice of this secondary oxidant (such as KMnO4, potassium peroxysulfate (KHSO5),
oxone® (2 KHSO5·KHSO4·K2SO4), potassium periodate (KIO4), or manganese dioxide (MnO2)),
allowing a fine-tuning of the process. A reduction of the intermediate osmate ester provides a vic-cis-diol
functionality that can be oxidized specifically to provide either ketone/aldehyde or carboxylic acid
functions. In general, these methods have the advantage of introducing well-defined functionalities on
adjacent carbon atoms, increasing the likelihood of generating chelating interactions from two of the
functionalities with a sorbate, therefore increasing the sorbates affinity for the functionalized carbon
surface.

Figure 1.1 Graphical scheme of different oxidations

1.1.3. Environmental applications of ACNF for removing micropollutants
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Sorption specificity can be enhanced by grafting reactive moieties specific to target adsorption
processes beyond π-π stacking, van der Waals interactions and H bonding. For example, attaching thiol
groups allowed for recovery of Hg2+ ions from water while cationic amine sites facilitate sorption of arsenic
ions (Kumar and Jiang 2016, Kumar, Jiang et al. 2016). By mimicking sorption process with ion-exchange
resins, ACNF with carboxylic acids attached acts as a cheaper and more versatile substrate. A variety of
functional groups can be readily attached by substituting part of carboxylic acids, such as adding sulfonic
acids or amino groups, which are common groups in chelating resins. Ion exchange plays an important role
in sorption processes and electrostatic attraction should be taken into consideration, as well.

Figure 1.2 Graphical scheme of amide bond formation

Unlike other contaminants, We currently have only scarce knowledges for removing the large diversity
of pharmaceutical compounds at low exposure concentrations ranging from ug/L to ng/L.(Backhaus and
Karlsson 2014) Hence, it’s urgent to develop more effective technologies to remove varieties of
pharmaceutical compounds from waterbodies and waste streams. By far, adsorption with activated carbon
is the most commonly applied at the tap treatments. Recent research that has changed the surface
functionalization on carbon nanomaterials has shown that the introduction of O or N containing functional
groups can greatly enhance the adsorption of pharmaceuticals (Lu, Su et al. 2008, Tong, Zhao et al. 2011,
Patiño, Díaz et al. 2015). As a result, the amine containing carbonaceous materials, or even carboxylic acid
containing carbonaceous materials can be a good alternate for removing pharmaceuticals.

6

1.2. Outline of the dissertation
In brief, the objectives in this dissertation all focus on preparing and tailoring ACNF for removing
micropollutants, especially pharmaceutical compounds.
In Chapter 2, the sorption efficiency of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) has been compared for
ACNF with a commercial granular carbonaceous material. The faster sorption kinetic rate constants and
similar sorption capacity has been recognized and the mechanism of sorption behavior has been explained.
Chapter 3 examines the different pathways for attaching carboxylic acid groups and amine groups on ACNF,
which may also be applied on other carbonaceous materials. Materials have been further developed for
various forms and composites in terms of pore size and surface areas in Chapter 4. This chapter incorporates
the new idea by introducing functionalities via CNT to CNF alternatively to direct fucntionalization and
explores the optimal conditions for functionalizing CNT and CNF composites. Afterwards in Chapter 5,
sorption studies with select pharmaceutical compounds have been conducted with a subset of the composite
materials and ACNF. Chapter 6 gives a general summary of this dissertation and outlook for future
development.
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Chapter 2. Comparison of aqueous sorption kinetics onto granular activated
carbon and a novel activated carbon nanofiber nonwoven
2.1. Introduction
Sorption by carbonaceous material has been characterized as one of the most effective approaches in
water treatment for the removal of organic compounds. Two traditional types of carbonaceous material,
granular activated carbon (GAC) and powdered activated carbon (PAC) have been extensively applied as
powerful adsorbents (Metcalf, Eddy et al. 2004). In practice, GAC has typically been applied as an
adsorbent in a packed bed reactor, while PAC has been applied as a slurry and removed by filtration or
settling afterwards (Tchobanoglous, Burton et al. 2003). The greater particle size of GAC relative to PAC,
typically on the order of 1 mm, creates greater diffusional distances for the contaminant to reach the
available specific surface area. Thus, much faster adsorption rates due to the more accessible specific
surface area favors the use of PAC, while the low head loss in application due to large particles favors GAC.
In general, both activated carbons have primarily carbon rich, non-polar structures and are most effective
at removing hydrophobic organic contaminants. While PAC is impractical in flow through aqueous reactors,
a major limitation in the application of GAC for organic contaminant removal is the reduced mass transfer
kinetics, particularly in situations where material usage and mass must be minimized.

Electrospun nanofibrous membranes have the potential to minimize both the mass-transfer limitations
of GAC as well as the increased head loss of PAC. Electrospun materials have been applied successfully in
air filtration and sorption applications (Yoon, Kim et al. 2006, Barhate and Ramakrishna 2007, MyoungYun,
Hogan et al. 2007, Yoon, Hsiao et al. 2008). They have high porosity, an interconnected pore structure and
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large specific surface area to volume ratios (Yoon, Hsiao et al. 2008). Due to these properties, the
diffusional distance from the bulk solution to the sorption sites is greatly decreased and the sorption kinetics
should be significantly faster. For aqueous applications, Yoon et al. (2006) have created electrospun
membranes with water flux rates an order of magnitude higher than traditional nanofiltration membranes.
However, while traditional electrospun membranes have high specific surface areas, they are still
significantly lower than activated carbons. Our previous work (Manickam, Karra et al. 2013) and others
(Sullivan, Moate et al. 2012) have produced activated carbonaceous electrospun membrane materials we
name activated carbon nanofiber nonwoven (ACNFN). Other carbonaceous materials have been developed
in other physical forms that overcome some of the limitations of GAC and PAC such as carbon nanotubes
(CNT), carbon nanofibers (CNF), or activated carbon cloth (ACC) (Zhang, Shao et al. 2010). CNT and
CNF are effective sorbents (Zhang, Shao et al. 2010), but they are in powdered form and therefore encounter
the same head loss and recovery issues as PAC (Che, Lakshmi et al. 1998). ACC has a high specific surface
area and fast adsorption kinetics, but is woven and microfibrous (Brasquet, Rousseau et al. 2000) and
nanofibrous electrospun materials have the potential to perform even better. The benefit of electrospun
materials such as ACNFN over other high specific surface area to volume materials is the nonwoven
structure and high porosity that can be used in liquid flow through applications (Burger, Hsiao et al. 2006).

Only a few studies have examined the application of electrospun membrane materials for aqueous
contaminant sorption, and only one other using activated carbonaceous electrospun materials in gas phase
adsorption. The studies typically focus on characterizing the electrospun materials in terms of fiber diameter,
porosity, mechanical properties and surface area, followed by sorption experiments (Dai, Niu et al. 2011,
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Fang, Xiao et al. 2011, Sun, Kang et al. 2011, Horzum, Shahwan et al. 2012, Sullivan, Moate et al. 2012).
While these studies show the utility of electrospun membrane materials for sorption, a more quantitative
and comparative study to a traditional flow through water treatment material such as GAC would be useful
to place the results in context. In addition, it is currently unknown how effective ACNFN material is for
aqueous contaminant removal.

The objective of this study was to compare ACNFN to GAC with respect to material and sorption
properties. Traditional material characterization tools were used to assess the differences between the
activated carbons. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) were used as simple, small and easily
measured hydrophobic organic compounds to compare the sorption kinetics and capacity of the two similar
materials. Finally, both empirical and theoretical models were applied to compare the materials and identify
rate controlling steps for sorption.

2.2. Materials and methods
2.2.1. Materials

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) with an average molecular weight of 150,000 was obtained from Scientific
Polymer Products Inc. Naphthalene, fluorene, and acenaphthene, 99% purity or better were obtained from
Acros Organics, and were chosen as typical polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) sorbates with high
solubility limits in water above 1 mg/L at 25 °C (Howard and Meylan 1997). All other reagents and solvents
were certified ACS grade. All solutions were prepared with 18.2 MΩ deionized water from a Millipore
Integral treatment system. Granular activated carbon (React-C) was purchased from Calgon. ACNFN was
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produced as described below. All activated carbon materials were dried to a stable weight in a 70 °C oven
prior to use.

2.2.2. Preparation of ACNFN

ACNFN was prepared following four main steps: electrospinning, stabilization, pyrolysis and
activation. A 10 wt. % PAN in dimethylformamide solution was prepared and stirred constantly for 24
hours at 60°C. The prepared solution was cooled to room temperature and loaded in a syringe and pumped
at a constant rate of 1.5 mL h-1 into a custom made electrospinning apparatus (Huang, Bui et al. 2011). The
distance between the syringe tip and grounded collector drum was 12 cm, the solution received a voltage
between 29-32 kV, and the drum rotated at 70 rpm. The electrospinning process took place in a chamber
held at room temperature with a relative humidity of about 50%.

After electrospinning, PAN mats were stabilized at 280 °C for 1 hour in air. The stabilization took
place inside a muffle furnace where the temperature was increased at a rate of 1 °C min-1. This step was
necessary to prepare the material for carbonization by creating a cyclic polymeric structure (McGann,
Zhong et al. 2012). The stabilized mats were then heated and dehydrogenated at 500 oC for three hours
with temperature increasing at a rate of 3 oC min-1 under an inert atmosphere inside the tube furnace. In the
last step, the graphitized mats were steam activated by injecting 60 ml of water into the furnace at a rate of
1 ml min-1. The activation temperature was fixed at 800 oC for 1 h and increased at a rate of 3 oC min-1.

2.2.3. Material Characterization
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ACNFN and GAC were sputter coated with a platinum film in preparation for electron microscopy.
Morphologies of ACNFN and GAC were observed with an environmental scanning electron microscope
(E-SEM;FEI Quanta) under an operation voltage of 5 kV. The mean fiber diameter of ACNFN was
determined by randomly measuring 100 test nanofibers using ImageJ software (National Institutes of
Health).

The samples were analyzed for total carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen (CHN) according to USEPA
Method 440 with modifications as suggested by the instrument manufacturer for carbon materials (Culmo
2013). A 2 mg sample was weighed onto a solid tin combustion capsule and then placed into a Perkin
Elmer® 2400 CHN analyzer, where the capsule was injected into a high temperature (975 °C) furnace and
combusted in pure oxygen under static conditions and quantified by thermal conductivity detectors. Ash
content was determined from ignition of the sample in a muffle furnace (ASTM 2011). Prior to both
analyses, carbon samples were dried at 140 °C to remove water content. Surface acidity and basicity were
measured using Boehm titration methods (Boehm 1994).

An ASAP 2020 Physisorption Analyzer (Micrometrics Instrument Corporation) was used to measure
specific surface area and pore size distributions. The samples were first degassed for 12 hours at 100 oC
under vacuum and then an N2 sorption isotherm was measured at 77K. Total pore volume was estimated
based on the N2 adsorbed at a relative pressure of 0.995, and mesopore volume was calculated based on the
difference between total and micropore volumes. The Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET) model
(Brunauer, Emmett et al. 1938) was used to determine specific surface area using a relative pressure range
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of 0.05 to 0.2. Density functional theory (DFT) assuming an infinite slit pore model (Jagiello and Olivier
2009) was used to calculate micropore volumes and pore size distributions .

2.2.4. Sorption experiments

Batch experiments were conducted to characterize the sorption equilibrium and kinetics of three
different PAHs to ACNFN and GAC at 25±1 oC. A sample mass of 5 mg of ACNFN or GAC, which
represented a few small sheets or granules of activated carbon respectively of similar diameters, was
weighed into 40 mL amber glass vials. Concentrated stocks of PAHs were prepared first in methylene
chloride and subsequently diluted into methanol. Experimental solutions prepared at 0, 100, 400, 600, or
800 µg L-1 were added to the glass vials, contained less than 0.1% methanol, a pH fixed at 7, and were
capped with foil-lined, teflon coated screw caps. Triplicate vials were set up for each experimental condition.
Vials were wrapped with foil to prevent photodegradation and rotated at 30 rpm end-over-end in the dark
for 24 hours during equilibrium sorption experiments. Control vials containing no sorbent were assembled
in the same manner to account for possible PAHs sorption to vials or volatilization losses and no significant
loss of PAHs was observed. Sorption kinetics were determined from triplicate solutions prepared in the
same manner with PAH concentrations of about 450 µg L-1.

2.2.5. Analysis of PAHs

Dissolved PAH concentrations were determined initially using a Cary Eclipse fluorescence
spectrophotometer (Varian, Inc.). The maximum excitation-emission intensities following a scan were
chosen for each PAH and were wavelengths of 217-331 nm for naphthalene, 205-304 nm for fluorene, and
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220-320 nm for acenaphthene. Standards were prepared from high purity stocks. The detection limits of
9.5, 15.8 and 3.3 µg L-1 for napthalene, fluorene, and acenaphthene, respectively, were determined
following standard methods (APHA 2005). Equilibrium sorption experiments often resulted in PAH
concentrations below the detection limit of the Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrometer, and therefore
samples were extracted and analyzed via GC-MS-MS at the Center for Environmental Science and
Engineering (University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT). Samples were extracted using solid phase extraction
(Waters 3cc Oasis HLB cartridges; Milford, MA). The cartridge was first conditioned with 10 mL methanol,
then the experimental samples were passed through the cartridge to retain PAHs, and finally PAHs were
eluted with 6 mL acetonitrile. Following extraction, samples were concentrated to 0.5 mL and analyzed
using an Agilent (Santa Clara, CA) 6890 gas chromatograph equipped with a Restek (Bellefonte, PA) Rxi5Sil MS column (30m) using splitless injection, and coupled to a Waters (Milford, MA) Quattro Micro
tandem mass spectrometer (GC/MS/MS) in electron impact (EI) ionization mode at 70 eV. The carrier gas
was helium UHP300 (Airgas, N. Franklin, CT, USA) at a constant flow of 2.0 mL/min and the collision
gas was argon UHP300 (Airgas, N. Franklin, CT, USA). The injector port was set to 280 oC and a 1.0uL
injection in splitless mode with a purge at 50mL/min after 1 min was performed. The oven program for the
separation of all analytes began at 90oC, held for 0.5 min, ramped at 15oC/min to 180oC, held for 0.5 min
then ramped at 20oC/min to 280oC and held for 6 min. Baseline separation was achieved for all analytes
with a total run time of 55 min. The GC interface temperature was set at 280oC and the mass spectrometer
source temperature was at 230oC. All peaks were quantified against an internal standard (chrysene-d12)
and extraction efficiency was evaluated using multiple surrogate standards (naphthalene-d8 and pyrene-
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d10) and were all within 20% of expected values. Standard quality assurance procedures were employed,
including analysis of duplicate samples, method blanks, matrix spike duplicates, and laboratory control
samples.

2.2.6. Sorption isotherm and kinetics models

The Freundlich classical isotherm model (Freundlich 1906) was applied to fit the equilibrium
experimental data with the following linear form:
1

ln 𝑞𝑒 = ln 𝐾𝑓 + 𝑛 ln 𝐶𝑒

(1)

where Kf [µg g-1/(µg L-1)n] is the Freundlich constant and n is a measure of nonlinearity.

In addition to equilibrium models, three standard kinetic models, pseudo first order model (PFOM),
pseudo second order model (PSOM) and the intra-particle diffusion model (IPDM) were applied to the time
series data. The PFOM is based on the one-site occupancy adsorption kinetics derived from the rate of
surface reactions (Ho and McKay 1998) and was applied in the following form:

ln(𝑞𝑒 − 𝑞𝑡 ) = 𝑙𝑛𝑞𝑒 − 𝑘1 𝑡

(2)

where qe and qt (µg/g) are the amount of sorbate adsorbed per gram sorbent at equilibrium and time t
(h), respectively; k1 (h-1) is the rate constant of the pseudo-first order model.

The PSOM is governed by two-sites-occupancy adsorption (Wu, Tseng et al. 2009) and was applied
in the following form:
𝑡⁄ = 1⁄
+ 𝑡⁄𝑞𝑒 
𝑞𝑡
(𝑘2 𝑞𝑒2 )

(3)
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where k2 （g µg-1 h-1）is the rate constant of the pseudo-second order model.

The IPDM (Weber and Morris 1963) was applied to determine the difference in the rate-limiting steps
for sorption of PAHs onto ACNFN and GAC.
𝑞𝑡 = 𝑘𝑝 𝑡 1⁄2 + 𝐶

(4)

where kp (µg g-1 h1/2) is the intra-particle diffusion rate constant and C is a constant.
After fitting these models, the coefficient of determination (R2) and the Chi square (χ2) test were used
to evaluate the model fits (Ho 2004). Chi square (χ2) was calculated using the following equation,
2

2
𝜒 2 = Σ[(𝑞𝑒,𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑞𝑒,𝑐𝑎𝑙 ) /𝑞𝑒,𝑐𝑎𝑙
]

(6)

where 𝑞𝑒,𝑒𝑥𝑝 is the experimental adsorption capability and; 𝑞𝑒,𝑐𝑎𝑙 is the calculated adsorption capacity
from the kinetic model.
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2.3. Results and discussion
2.3.1. Material Characterization

The E-SEM images of GAC and ACNFN show two distinct material morphologies (Fig. 1). The GAC
material is granular in nature with larger overall particle diameters and a rougher surface. In contrast, the
ACNFN is composed of randomly arranged cylindrical fibers with mean diameters of approximately
146±41 nm. This morphology is similar to ACNFN material produced previously (Manickam, Karra et al.
2013), though with larger fiber diameters due to the different activation procedures, and similar but smaller
fiber diameters than electrospun PAN materials produced by others (Dai, Niu et al. 2011, Horzum, Shahwan
et al. 2012) that were not activated. In general, the ACNFN fiber thickness and strength can be altered based
on the polymer, electrospinning parameters, stabilization and activation temperatures (Huang, Bui et al.
2011, Manickam, Karra et al. 2013, Manickam, Karra et al. 2013, Huang, Arena et al. 2014).

(a)

(b)

2.3.3. Colloidal size distribution of metals

Figure 2.1 E-SEM micrographs of (a) GAC and (b) ACNFN
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The specific surface area and pore structures of these materials are quite similar (Table 1). The BET
specific surface area of ACNFN is about 589 m2 g-1, and for GAC, specific surface area is only 19% larger.
The micropore volumes are the same in bother materials at 0.24 cm3 g-1, but GAC has a slightly larger
average micropore width relative to ACNFN, and about 20% larger total pore volume with the increased
pore volume in the mesoporous range. The specific surface area for ACNFN is nearly identical to an
activated carbon nanofiber material produced by Ghorbani et al. (Ghorbani, Tavanai et al. 2014) and the
ACNFN produced by Sullivan et al. (2012), but with lower microporosity. The specific surface area and
percent microporosity is a factor of the carbonization and activation procedures. Past nanofiber materials
have also been produced with specific surface areas above 1000 cm3 g-1, achieved due to higher activation
temperatures (Tavanai, Jalili et al. 2009, Manickam, Karra et al. 2013, Ghorbani, Tavanai et al. 2014), and
microporosity has been controlled based on initial fiber diameter and activation temperature (Tavanai, Jalili
et al. 2009). In this case, we targeted the production of ACNFN with similar properties to a commercial
GAC material in order to directly compare the sorption characteristics of each.
Table 2.1 Pore size and specific surface area properties of GAC and ACNFN
Property

GAC

ACNFN

Total pore volume (cm3 g-1)

0.44

0.37

Micropore volume (cm3 g-1)

0.24

0.24

Microporosity (%)

55

65

Mesopore volume (cm3 g-1)

0.2

0.13

Average micropore width (Å)

10.7

9.85

BET specific surface area (m2 g-1)

700

589

2121

1900

Specific surface area to volume ratio (m2 cm-3)
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Figure 2.2 Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms of GAC (a) and ACNFN (b)

The N2 adsorption isotherm of GAC is a type IV isotherm, with a marked hysteresis in desorption of
the gas, while the ACNFN isotherm is more characteristic of a type I isotherm with a horizontal plateau on
a predominantly microporous material (Brunauer, Deming et al. 1940). The shallow slope of the ACNFN
isotherm as P/P0 increases indicates complete coverage of the surface with the adsorbate. The very
distinctive hysteresis loop of GAC exists because of the higher quantity of mesopores. In contrast to GAC,
the ACNFN does not show a clear hysteresis, suggesting the desorption of compounds is as rapid as sorption.
The adsorption capacity of N2 on GAC is higher than ACNFN, corresponding to the higher specific surface
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area, and the larger slope as P/P0 increases indicates a wider pore size distribution. Very close to the
saturation vapor pressure, the quantities adsorbed rise steeply on both materials, and the steep gradient is
the onset of capillary condensation in the mesopores (Srivastava, Mall et al. 2008). The PAH molecules
used in the sorption experiments are on the larger end of the micropore size range, approximately 8-12 Å,
and should be captured within the micropore volume measured.

There are differences in the elemental concentration of GAC and ACNFN as well, with ACNFN
having similar C and O, by difference, levels yet a lower C:N ratio. The lower elemental ratio of carbon to
nitrogen of about 8.3 for ACNFN and the typical cyclization of PAN fibers creating pyridine ring structures
(McGann, Zhong et al. 2012) suggests at least some N is present on the surface of ACNFN following
carbonization. For PAN-based ACNFN, the nitrogen content usually decreases with increases in activation
due to oxidation of the surface nitrogen (Lee, Shiratori et al. 2010). Controlling the carbonization or
activation atmosphere and temperature could tune the nitrogen content on ACNFN (Pels, Kapteijn et al.
1995).

The consequence of the differences in material morphology and pore size and distribution
characteristics is that the specific surface areas from each material are different in their proximity to the
bulk aqueous phase. For ACNFN, more of the microporous surface is adjacent to the external bulk phase,
while for GAC, the holes, crevasses and ridges on surface of GAC are considered to be sorption sites, but
a significant portion of the binding sites are in the internal pores of GAC. The resultant differences in
morphology were assessed in terms of their effects on the sorption and mass transfer of PAHs to the carbon
surfaces.
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Table 2.2 Elemental analysis of ACNFN and GAC

Adsorbents

Carbon (%)

Nitrogen (%)

Hydrogen (%)

Ash (%)

GAC

80.82

0.53

2.52

5.89

ACNFN

79.36

9.54

2.31

<1*

*an insufficient quantity of ACNFN was available for a precise measurement of ash content
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2.3.2. Sorption isotherms

Sorption isotherms studies were conducted in an effort to compare sorption capacity of the materials
and to calculate the equilibrium sorption capacity for modeling pseudo first order kinetics. However, due
to the low concentrations of PAHs necessarily used based on solubility, the detection limit for PAHs, and
the high apparent sorption capacity of the materials, isotherms proved difficult to determine. Even when
switching our analytical technique to extraction, pre-concentration and measurement of PAHs on a
GC/MS/MS, and measuring after 24 hours of sorption on ACNFN, the concentrations of PAHs remaining
in solution were above, but near detection limits for acenaphthene and fluorene. For GAC materials, PAH
concentrations were still within detectable limits after 24 hours. Fits of a Freundlich model (Table 3) to the
sorption isotherm data indicate the expected sequence of increased sorption capacity on both GAC and
ACNFN based on log Kow of the PAHs, with fluorene > acenaphthene > naphthalene (Yang, Zhu et al. 2006,
Valderrama, Gamisans et al. 2008). However, the model fit for ACNFN is poor and likely not representative
of a true fit due to the low precision on PAH concentrations near the analytical detection limits of the
instrument. The physical-chemical interactions controlling PAH sorption to activated carbons are likely a
combination of π-π, van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonding interactions (Coughlin and Ezra 1968,
Yuan, Tong et al. 2010). These experiments only examine sorption of aromatic contaminants to activated
carbon materials and thus the sorption capacity may be nearly the same at true equilibrium, though with
some differences due to the variation in specific surface area and N content. Although 24 hours is certainly
not equilibrium for PAH reactions with any activated carbon, the results are still illustrative of the
differences in sorption between the two carbon materials.
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Table 2.3 Freundlich isotherm parameters for model fits of PAH sorption on ACNFN and GAC

PAH

Adsorbent

Kf (µg g-1/(µg L-1)n

n

R²

χ2

GAC

62.9

1.09

0.89

0.71

ACNFN

1710

0.13

0.07

7.72

GAC

68.2

0.95

0.97

0.23

ACNFN

1970

0.22

0.25

5.90

GAC

638

0.54

0.94

0.46

ACNFN

4830

0.06

0.10

0.75

Naphthalene

Acenaphthene

Fluorene

2.3.3. Sorption kinetics

Sorption experiments with three different PAHs on ACNFN and GAC indicated distinct differences
in sorption kinetics between the two materials. Within the first fifteen minutes, a typical empty bed contact
time for water treatment, naphthalene, fluorene and acenapththene were 60%, 39%, and 59% sorbed,
respectively on ACNFN, whereas for GAC, all were less than 6% sorbed (Figure 3). Greater than 95%
sorption was reached for all compounds on ACNFN within two hours, whereas it took at least twenty hours
to reach that point on GAC. Equations 2 and 3 were used to model the kinetic sorption data. In the case of
the PFOM, where an estimate of equilibrium sorption capacity is required, we assumed that nearly all
(99.9%) PAHs would sorb at equilibrium. It is common to not have a measured value for this parameter
(Ho and McKay 1998), and in the case of sorption on activated carbon which typically has very high
sorption capacities for PAHs (Walters and Luthy 1984), we felt this was reasonable. The plots of ln (qe – q)
versus t were generally nonlinear for ACNFN, with the exception of the first hours’ worth of data, while
for GAC, plots were linear throughout (data not shown). The R2 for all PAHs on GAC using the PFOM
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were 0.99, and the χ 2 indicated good fit as well, with values < 1 (Table 4). The opposite was true for PSOM
fits to the data, where ACNFN plots were linear, but GAC plots were not, primarily through the early time
points (data not shown). In this case, R2 for all PAHs on ACNFN using PSOM were 0.99 and χ2 < 1. The
models both predict that GAC has a higher sorption capacity than ACNFN. In addition, both models predict
that ACNFN has higher rate constants that generally follow the order of naphthalene < acenaphthene <
fluorene, and in the case of the PSOM, the rate constants are at least 45-fold higher for ACNFN than GAC
for all PAHs. The PFOM rate constants for PAH sorption on ACNFN are about 2-3 times higher than those
for similar PAH compound sorption onto unactivated electrospun nanofibrous materials made by others
(Dai, Niu et al. 2011). Others have also found that PSOM models fit better for fibrous carbon materials, e.g.
CNT materials, and generally had second order rate constants within an order of magnitude of ours for
single walled carbon nanotubes, but much higher rates on multi-walled carbon nanotubes when observing
sorption of phenanthrene (Zhang, Shao et al. 2012). Although PFOM and PSOM generally fit the
experimental data, they do not describe the different stages of sorption, thus the intra-particle diffusion
model was employed to assess rate limiting steps.
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Figure 2.3 Sorption kinetics of naphthalene (a), acenaphthene (b) and fluorene (c) to ACNFN and GAC fitted by the
pseudo-first-order model (PFOM) and pseudo-second-order model (PSOM)
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Table 2.4 Kinetic model parameters for sorption of different PAHs onto adsorbents fit with pseudo first-order (PFOM)
and pseudo second-order model (PSOM)
PFOM
PAH

Adsorbent

qe,exp (µg g-1)

qe,cal (µg g-1)

k1 (h-1)

R²

χ2

GAC

3530

3270

0.11

0.99

0.006

ACNFN

3530

832

0.20

0.72

10.5

GAC

3800

3850

0.11

0.99

0.0001

ACNFN

3800

1100

0.28

0.88

6.10

GAC

3260

3400

0.12

0.99

0.002

ACNFN

3260

1590

0.38

0.85

1.08

qe,exp (µg g-1)

qe,cal (µg g-1)

k2（g µg-1 h-1）

R²

χ2

GAC

3530

5000

0.00003

0.97

0.87

ACNFN

3530

3330

0.0015

0.99

0.003

GAC

3800

5000

0.00002

0.91

0.57

ACNFN

3800

3330

0.001

0.99

0.02

GAC

3260

5000

0.00001

0.75

0.12

ACNFN

3260

3330

0.00045

0.99

0.001

Naphthalene

Acenaphthene

Fluorene
PSOM

Naphthalene

Acenaphthene

Fluorene

qe,exp, experimental adsorption capability; qe,cal, calculated adsorption capacity; k1, the rate constant of pseudo firstorder model; k2, the rate constant of pseudo second-order model; R2, coefficient of determination; χ2, Chi square.

The two intermediate steps in sorption, boundary layer diffusion (or external mass transfer) and
intraparticle diffusion, were distinctly different between ACNFN and GAC. The first stage in sorption,
diffusion from the bulk phase to the boundary layer, should be equal and rapid between the two materials,
minimized by the end-over-end rotation of the vials during the experiment. In addition, the last stage of
sorption, the surface reaction should be similar between the two activated carbons, particularly at these low
concentrations, due to the similar chemical nature of the sorbents. The plots of t 1/2 versus qt showed two
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linear regions for the ACNFN material (Figure 4), both with high R2 values indicating good fits (Table 5),
suggesting that intra-particle diffusion may not be the only rate-controlling step (Valderrama, Gamisans et
al. 2008), but only one for GAC. Across the first linear region observed, the intercept is much larger than
zero in the case of ACNFN, while it is negative for GAC. The large positive qt intercept has been suggested
to reflect an increase in external mass transfer rates and larger contributions of instantaneous sorption with
increasing intercept magnitudes (Zhang, Shao et al. 2012). This first region of ACNFN is responsible for
the initially rapid sorption rates and is representative of the larger proximal specific surface area adjacent
to the boundary layer. For GAC, the single straight line suggests intraparticle diffusion is a controlling
factor for the sorption rate (Valderrama, Gamisans et al. 2008, Zhang, Shao et al. 2010), with some
contribution from a boundary layer effect due to the negative q intercepts (McKay, Otterburn et al. 1980).
The differences in rate limiting steps result in kinetic rate constant differences of about two-fold higher for
ACNFN relative to GAC in for the initial stages of sorption (Table 5).

While these empirical and theoretical kinetic models are commonly applied and generally fit the data,
a more complete comparison of the sorptive properties should also consider factors such as the specific
surface area, chemical composition of the carbon surface, pore volumes, and pore shape (Valderrama,
Cortina et al. 2007). Although the BET specific surface area of GAC is a little higher than that of ACNFN
(Table 1), the larger specific surface area proximal to the liquid interface as indicated by the morphology
(Figure 1) leads to the faster kinetics of initial PAH sorption to ACNFN as reinforced by the IPDM results.
The more rapid sorption to carbon nanofiber or carbon nanotube materials is common in the literature (Rao,
Lu et al. 2007, Al-Saleh and Sundararaj 2009, Liu, Lai et al. 2009), and aqueous phase proximal specific
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surface area is a key factor in enhancing the external mass transfer (Zhang, Shao et al. 2010). Another main
distinction between the ACNFN and GAC material is its N content. Others have observed two primary N
forms in activated PAN based nanofibers, pyrrolic-N and pyridinic-N (Pels, Kapteijn et al. 1995, Sullivan,
Moate et al. 2012). The lone pair of electrons on pyridinic-N are free to interact with components in solution,
while pyrrolic-N contributes 2 p-electrons to the π-system of the aromatic ring. Thus the abundance of
different N forms may reduce total sorptive capacity depending on its chemical nature, i.e. basic (pyridine)
or non-basic (pyrrole). While the acid functionality of the two carbons were similar, with 0.78 and 0.97
mmol/g for ACNFN and GAC, respectively, the surface basicity was nearly double on ACNFN compared
to GAC, at 1.47 versus 0.80 mmol/g, respectively.

Thermodynamically, the increase in basic N

functionality could reduce sorption of PAHs by increasing H-bonding, but the presence of pyrrole groups
that contribute to the π electron cloud enhance aromaticity and potentially increase PAH sorption due to ππ electron donor acceptor interactions as observed by others (Kragulj, Tričković et al. 2013) could increase
net sorption capacity of PAHs. Given the IPDM model results suggesting external mass transfer and
intraparticle diffusion are rate limiting steps for ACNFN and GAC, the much faster surface reaction kinetics
are less important. It is known that the N content could be altered through the use of alternative polymers
for electrospinning or through removal or chemical transformation during the activation process (Ra,
Raymundo-Pinero et al. 2009, Qie, Chen et al. 2012), resulting in enhanced sorption of charged
contaminants (Jia, Xiao et al. 2002). Decreasing N content could reduce any diffusional resistance for PAHs
generated by the different N functionalities on the surface. The microporous nature of ACNFN is useful for
the sorption of PAHs and other small pollutants, but may not be appropriate for larger organic compounds.
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The distribution of micropores is likely more uniform on the surface as well, resulting in little hysteresis on
the N2 sorption isotherm and the rapid initial sorption indicated by the IPDM. A potential benefit of the
micropore structure of ACNFN over GAC is that pore-blocking is likely less of an issue due to the proximity
of pores to the external surface (i.e. there are more micropore openings adjacent to the aqueous phase,
zhereas in GAC the micropores are within mesoporous structures that could get blocked), but this remains
to be tested experimentally.
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Figure 2.4 Intraparticle diffusion model (IPDM) fit for sorption kinetics of naphthalene (a), acenaphthene (b), and
fluorene (c) to ACNFN and GAC
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Table 2.5 Kinetic parameters for intraparticle diffusion model fits of PAHs on GAC and ACNFN

First region
PAH

Second region

Adsorbent

kp (µg g-1 h1/2)

R²

kp (µg g-1 h1/2)

R²

GAC

765

0.98

-

-

ACNFN

1360

0.97

75.4

0.91

GAC

865

0.98

-

-

ACNFN

1330

0.88

70.6

0.97

GAC

762

0.98

-

-

ACNFN

1510

0.92

65.6

0.97

Naphthalene

Acenaphthene

Fluorene

2.4. Conclusions
ACNFN prepared by electrospinning PAN polymers, stabilizing, carbonizing and steam activating
produces a mostly microporous, high specific surface area, high N content activated carbon material.
When comparing the sorption capacity and kinetics of PAHs to this material and a GAC with similar
specific surface area and microporosity, the equilibrium capacities were similar, but the kinetic sorption
rate constants fit by both PFOM and PSOM were significantly higher on ACNFN material. Further
modeling indicated that while intraparticle diffusion was the rate controlling step for PAH sorption on
GAC, a combination of boundary layer diffusion and intraparticle diffusion were rate controlling for
ACNFN.
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Chapter 3. Controlling the surface oxygen groups of polyacrylonitrile-based
carbon nanofiber membranes while limiting fiber degradation
As published: C 2018, 4(3), 40; doi:10.3390/c4030040
3.1. Introduction
Carbon nanomaterials with their tunable chemical, physical, electrical, and mechanical properties are
useful as adsorbents, sensors, filters, antimicrobial agents, or in energy storage devices(Mauter and
Elimelech 2008). For example, materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNT) (Hummer, Rasaiah et al. 2001,
Rao, Lu et al. 2007, Vecitis, Schnoor et al. 2011), carbon nanofibers (CNF) (Jang and Bae 2007, Al-Saleh
and Sundararaj 2009, Mitchell, Gallant et al. 2011), carbon cloth (Faur-Brasquet, Kadirvelu et al. 2002,
Mauter and Elimelech 2008, Zhao, Rahunen et al. 2008, Gao, Wang et al. 2013), or activated carbon
nanofiber (ACNF) (Kim and Yang 2003, Lee, Shiratori et al. 2010, Fan, Yan et al. 2011) have all been used
for these purposes. The properties of nanocarbon adsorbents with short intra-particle diffusion distances,
controllable pore sizes, and the option for high specific surface areas make them particularly suitable for
contaminant binding (Qu, Brame et al. 2012). However, as the dimensionality of the carbon materials get
smaller and more structured (e.g. electrospun materials or woven clothes), it gets increasingly difficult to
alter their surface chemistry without also damaging their overall structure.
In considering the use of carbon nanomaterials as adsorbents for environmental contaminants, tuning
the surface chemistry is key to targeting specific contaminants. A variety of methods have been used to
modify the surface of carbon nanomaterials, including plasma treatment, gaseous reactions, or wet chemical
oxidations (Chen, Dai et al. 2001, Saito, Matsushige et al. 2002, Rasheed, Howe et al. 2007, Karousis,
Tagmatarchis et al. 2010, Morales-Lara, Pérez-Mendoza et al. 2013). These oxidation steps produce a
variety of oxygen-based surface functional groups, including carbonyl, carboxylic acid, or phenolic groups.
Carboxylic acid groups in particular are most versatile precursors for subsequent functionalizations in
applications that require the alteration of conductivity of the carbonaceous materials(Kumar, Rath et al.
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2007), to attach sensors (Wang and Lin 2008), or as a precursor to attaching other chemical moieties through,
e.g., amidation reactions (Saito, Matsushige et al. 2002, Kampalanonwat and Supaphol 2010). The
introduction of carboxylic acid groups was primarily achieved by oxidation strategies using the oxidants
nitric acid (HNO3) with and without the addition of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) (Pradhan and Sandle 1999, Toebes,
van Heeswijk et al. 2004, Rosca, Watari et al. 2005, Zhou, Sui et al. 2007, Datsyuk, Kalyva et al. 2008,
Kyzas, Lazaridis et al. 2013) organic and inorganic peroxides (R-O-O-R) (Moreno-Castilla, Ferro-Garcia
et al. 1995), ozone (O3) (Morales-Lara, Pérez-Mendoza et al. 2013), or potassium permanganate
(KMnO4)(Hernadi, Siska et al. 2001). However, these oxidation reactions generally also lead to a loss of
pore volume, reduced surface area, and an increase in mean pore size through the destruction of pore walls
(Pradhan and Sandle 1999, Pereira, Soares et al. 2003, Sullivan, Stone et al. 2007). For instance, Rasheed
et al. examined the oxidation of graphitized carbon nanofibers with HNO3 and generated oxidized materials
with mass yields of less than 76% (Rasheed, Howe et al. 2007); in other words, about a quarter of the
material was lost in the form of soluble or volatile carbon products. Other researchers regularly observed
the breakage of carbon nanotubes under the strongly oxidizing acid treatments (Datsyuk, Kalyva et al. 2008,
Karousis, Tagmatarchis et al. 2010). Thus, applying these methods to carbon cloth or ACNF, the
undesirable effects of fiber breakage and destruction of the larger macrostructure are likely to be expected
(and as we will also confirm experimentally).
The introduction of specific oxygen functionalities through oxidation processes of carbonaceous
materials while minimizing material loss and/or maintaining the carbon nanomaterial macrostructure is
non-trivial because these carbon sources are not readily oxidized; consequently, only few rationally
designed nano-adsorbents were described (Li, Zhang et al. 2015). The testing of alternative oxidants of
larger selectivity may fundamentally provide more protection against dramatic changes in pore volume,
surface area, or fiber dimensions (Rivera-Utrilla, Sánchez-Polo et al. 2011). For instance, osmium
tetraoxide (OsO4) and ruthenium tetroxide (RuO4) are powerful and very selective oxidants, known to
specifically functionalize only olefinic or pseudo-olefinic double bonds (Schröder 1980). These oxidants
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have been used to open the ends of carbon nanotubes, introducing ketone functionalities (Hwang 1995).
Literature evidence suggests that while RuO4 is capable of transforming a C=C double bond to a bis-ketone
functionality in one step (Berkowitz and Rylander 1958), OsO4 forms with a suitable double bond in a
polycyclic structure 1 an intermediate osmate ester 2. This ester requires a secondary oxidation step to affect
C–C bond cleavage and the introduction of two carboxylic acid groups on the carbon framework, 3 (Scheme
1). Numerous secondary oxidants are an option. For instance, KMnO4, potassium peroxysulfate (KHSO5),
Oxone® (2 KHSO5·KHSO4·K2SO4), potassium periodate (KIO4), or manganese dioxide (MnO2) could be
used, allowing a fine-tuning of the process (Schröder 1980).

Scheme 3.1 Step-wise reaction of the OsO4-mediated oxidation of a double bond.

Furthermore, a reduction of the intermediate osmate ester provides a vic-cis-diol functionality in 2,
that subsequently could also be specifically oxidized to generate either ketone/aldehyde or carboxylic acid
functions. In general, the OsO4- and RuO4-mediated oxidation methods have the advantage of introducing
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well-defined functionalities on adjacent carbon atoms potentially beneficial for enhancing sorbent
interactions upon secondary functionalization in cases where chelate effects play a role.
We report here on the chemical oxidation of polyacrylonitrile (PAN)-based activated carbon nanofiber
(ACNF) membranes using a range of well-known and novel oxidation methods. The material is nonwoven
in its macrostructure with nanoscale fiber diameters and a well-defined carbon framework structure.
(Manickam, Karra et al. 2013) The objectives of this study are to assess the ability of a range of oxidants
to introduce surface functional groups, with a particular focus on generating carboxylic acids, while at the
same time minimizing changes to the surface area, pore distribution, and macrostructure. Thus, following
each oxidation reaction, we compared the physical appearance, surface area and pore size distribution using
field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and physisorption experiments, respectively, and
we probed the chemical functionalities present on the modified ACNF membranes using elemental analysis,
FTIR spectroscopy, Boehm titrations, and temperature programmed desorption mass spectrometry (TPDMS). The experiments suggest several novel options for generating carboxylic acids on carbon
nanomaterials that minimize the physical damage to the material and that are therefore superior to
traditional oxidation methods.

3.2. Material and Methods
3.2.1. Materials
All reagents and solvents were certified ACS grade. All aqueous solutions were prepared with
18.2 MΩ deionized water (H2O) (Millipore Integral treatment system). Conc. H2SO4 was 95-98%; conc.
HNO3 was 70%. KMnO4 and Oxone® were purchased from Acros, RuO2 from Sigma-Aldrich, and OsO4
from Pressure Chemical Company.
The filter assembly used was a Kontes Ultra-Ware all-glass funnel/support assembly with stainless
steel support mesh, 47 mm diameter, 430 mm height, funnel capacity 300 mL, using Millipore type AP40
glass fiber filters, pore size 0.7 m.
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The polyacrylonitrile (PAN)-based activated carbon nanofiber (ACNF) membranes were fabricated
from a 14 wt.% solution of polyacrylonitrile (PAN, with an average molecular weight of 150,000 amu,
obtained from Scientific Polymer Products Inc.) in dimethylformamide (DMF) using the electrospinning,
stabilization, pyrolysis and activation steps similar to as described in the literature. (Manickam, Karra et al.
2013) After electrospinning, PAN mats were stabilized at 280 °C in a muffle furnace for 1 h in an air
atmosphere where the temperature was increasing at a rate of 1 °C/min. The stabilized mats were then
heated with a ramp rate of 3 °C min-1 up to 600 °C and were then carbonized for 2 h under a N2 atmosphere.
Finally, by injecting water steam flow at a rate of 1 ml/min, the carbonized mats were activated while the
temperature was increased at a rate of 5 °C min-1 up to 750 °C, where it was maintained for 1 h.
3.2.2 Oxidation experiments
We chose four classic HNO3- and MnO4-based activated carbon oxidation conditions as controls to the
much less explored OsO4- and RuO4-based oxidation methods evaluated here. The temperature, timing and
oxidant concentration of reactions for the classic oxidations were based on the ranges found in the
literature.(Toebes, van Heeswijk et al. 2004, Rosca, Watari et al. 2005, Rasheed, Howe et al. 2007, Datsyuk,
Kalyva et al. 2008, Bai, Huang et al. 2014) Our approach was meant to maintain certain stoichiometric
ratios of carbon to oxidant, while allowing the different reaction times (e.g. OsO4 reacts more slowly and
was therefore given more time) and temperatures typical for the different reagents. For the MnO4, OsO4, or
RuO4 oxidations, the ratio of ACNF to oxidants were kept constant, and were estimated based on surface
area and assuming the bulk of the surface was aromatic carbon (carbon:oxidant = 106:1, or 106:4 for the
higher concentration MnO4). This molar ratio was based on preliminary data acquired by us and by the
considerations that two surface carbons react with one equivalent of MnO4, OsO4, or RuO4. OsO4 was used
as a two-stage stoichiometric oxidant (Scheme 1): OsO4 specifically adds to the double bond with the least
resonance stabilization, i.e., at the edges or defects of the carbon framework. The initially formed osmate
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ester can be oxidatively cleaved with a secondary oxidant to generate two carboxylic acid functionalities in
close vicinity to each other. We pursued this reaction with stoichiometric amounts of OsO4 in a step-wise
fashion rather than using catalytic quantities of OsO4 in the presence of the secondary oxidant for better
comparison of the effects of the secondary oxidants on identically osmate ester-derivatized ACNFs, and to
eliminate any kinetic effects that might slow the catalytic cycle. A similar scheme was followed for substoichiometric quantities of RuO4 generated in situ from RuO2 and aqueous sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl,
bleach). The reaction of RuO4 with a double bond generates directly carboxylic acids rapidly in one
step.2.2.1 Control Method 1: HNO3 Oxidation.
ACNF (0.5 g) was placed into a 25 mL wide-mouth round bottom flask along with aq 10 M HNO3
(15 mL). The suspension was heated to gentle reflux for 8 h in a well-ventilated fume hood, then allowed
to cool to r.t. The reaction mixture was filtered through a glass fiber filter and washed with a large amount
of DI H2O (~5 L) until the pH of the filtrate was above 6. The mass yield of the material dried at 80 °C was
greater than 80%.
3.2.2.2. Control Method 2: HNO3/H2SO4 Oxidation
ACNF mats (0.5 g) were placed into a loosely stoppered Erlenmeyer flask and a mixture of 13.5 M
H2SO4 and 4 MHNO3 (40 mL) was added. The mixture was placed on a horizontal shaker and gently swirled
at ambient temperature for 24 h in a fume hood. The resulting suspension was filtered through a glass fiber
filter assembly and the filter cake washed with DI H2O (~1.5 L) until the pH of the filtrate was above 6.
The mass yield of modified ACNF dried at 80 °C was lower than 30%.
3.2.2.3 Low concentration MnO4 oxidation (MnO4-L)
ACNF mats (0.5 g), KMnO4 (61 mg), and aq 0.5 M H2SO4 (50 mL) were placed into a tall beaker. The
suspension was sonicated (in a Fisher FS30D sonication bath) for 4 h, while the temperature rose to between
40 and 50 °C (Rasheed, Howe et al. 2007). As the reaction progressed, the initially purple solution gradually
became colorless. The product was recovered by filtration through a glass fiber filter assembly and the filter
cake was transferred wet to another flask. Conc. aq HCl (100 mL) was added and the suspension was
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warmed to 55 °C for 30 min (to dissolve the manganese oxides that had precipitated onto the ACFN). The
final product was collected on a glass fiber filter assembly and DI H2O (~1.0 L) was used to wash the filter
cake until the filtrate became colorless and the pH was above 6. The mass yield of the modified ACNF
dried at 80 °C was in excess of 95%.
3.2.2.4 High Concentration MnO4 Oxidation (MnO4-H)
Procedure as described for KMnO4-L except that ACNF (0.5 g) was reacted with KMnO4 (253 mg) in
aq 0.5 M H2SO4 (50 mL). The mass yield of the modified ACNF dried at 80 °C was above 95%.
3.2.2.5 OsO4+Oxone® Oxidation
CAUTION: OsO4 is volatile and toxic, handle in well-ventilated fume hood only wearing appropriate
personal protection equipment (nitrile gloves, goggles, lab coat); consult the MSDS.
OsO4 (1.0 g) was dissolved in a volumetric flask in pyridine (50 mL). ACNF (2.0 g) was suspended in
a wide-mouthed flask in 30% pyridine/CHCl3 (180 mL) and 20 mL of the OsO4/pyridine solution was added
in a well-ventilated fume hood. The stoppered flask was placed on a horizontal shaker for one week at
ambient temperature. The modified ACNF product was filtered through a glass fiber filter assembly,
washed with CH2Cl2 (200 mL), and dried overnight in an oven at 80 °C. A band in the FTIR spectra of this
sample at 830 cm-1 indicates the presence of the osmate esters. (Collin, Jones et al. 1974, Herrmann, Eder
et al. 1993) The osmylated ACNF (1.0 g) was suspended in DMF (100 mL) and Oxone® (4.03 g) was
added. The suspension was gently swirled at r.t. for 3 h. The product was recovered on a glass fiber filter
assembly and washed with DI H2O (~300 mL). The product was dried in the oven at 80 °C to produce the
final modified ACNF product at greater than 95 % mass yield.
3.2.2.6 OsO4+MnO4-L Oxidation
Osmylated ACNF was synthesized as described above. Osmylated ACNF (0.5 g), KMnO4 (61 mg)
and aq H2SO4 (0.5 M, 50 mL) were placed in a loosely lidded beaker and suspended in a sonicator (Fisher
FS30D) for 4 h. The temperature of the reaction mixture rose to 40 to 45 °C during the sonication. The
product was recovered on a glass fiber filter, briefly rinsed with water, and then transferred to a beaker
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where conc. HCl (100 mL) was added. The suspension was warmed to 55 °C for 30 min. The final product
was recovered on a glass fiber filter assembly and the filter cake was washed with DI H2O until the filtrate
solution became colorless (~1.0 L). The modified ACNF dried at 80 °C was obtained in mass yields above
95%.
3.2.2.7 OsO4+MnO4-H Oxidation
Procedure as described for Method OsO4-KMnO4-L, except that the osmylated ACNF (0.5 g) was
reacted with KMnO4 (253 mg) and aq H2SO4 (0.5 M, 50 mL) to obtain the modified ACNF dried at 80 °C
in mass yields above 95%.
3.2.2.8 RuO4 Oxidation
RuO2 (12 mg) and NaOCl (180 mL, 6 wt%) were stirred at ambient conditions for 60 min in a tall
wide-mouthed flask with lid in a well-ventilated fume hood. In due process, the color of the solution
changed from yellow to light greenish yellow. Then ACNF (1.0 g) was added and the reaction was gently
agitated for 3 d. The final product was collected on a glass filter assembly and washed with DI H2O
(200 mL). The product was dried in the oven at 80 °C and produced an approximate mass yield of modified
ACNF of 50%.
3.2.3 Physical characterization of oxidized ACNF samples
The constitution of the modified ACNF membranes were assessed using a Field Emission Scanning
Electron Microscopy (FESEM, JSM-6335F, 5 kV operation voltage). The mean fiber diameters were
determined by randomly measuring 100 test nanofibers using ImageJ software (US National Institutes of
Health).
Specific surface area and pore size distribution were measured with an ASAP 2020 Physisorption
Analyzer (Micrometrics Instrument Corporation). Prior to the measurements, the samples were degassed at
100 °C for 12 h; N2 sorption isotherms were measured at 77 K using N2. Density functional theory (DFT)
assuming an infinite slit pore model was used in conjunction with N2 isotherm data to calculate micropore
volumes and pore size distributions (Jagiello and Olivier 2009).
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Samples for analysis by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Nicolet Magna 560) were
ground and well mixed with pure and dry KBr powder (carbon loading w/w = 0.4%); pellets were prepared
at 14,000 PSI pressure. The FTIR spectra of the samples were acquired in transmission mode, with pure
KBr as background spectrum.
3.2.4 Chemical characterization of oxidized ACNF samples
Total carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen (CHN) contents of 2 mg samples of differently oxidized ACNF
were analyzed in accordance with an application note for carbon based materials using a Perkin Elmer®
2400 CHN analyzer (Culmo 2013). Prior to analysis, ACNF samples were dried at 140 °C at normal
pressure.
Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) profiles were obtained on ~50 mg ACNF samples ground
into a Al2O3 crucible using a Netzsch TG 209 F1 Libra instrument coupled to the QMS 403 D Aëolos mass
spectrometer. The purge gas was Ar (flow rate of 20 ml/min); protective gas also Ar (flow rate of
30 ml/min); temperature ramp rate 20 °C/min starting at 27 °C to a final T of 1000 °C.
Boehm titrations of 250 mg ACFN samples suspended (and shaken) in water for 24 h at ambient T
were used to determine the amount of surface active hydrogen groups(Boehm 1994). We adopted a backtitration technique: Addition of excess of aqueous bases (either 25.00 ml of 0.05 M NaOH, 0.05 M Na2CO3,
or 0.05 M NaHCO3), then back-titration with aqueous 0.05 M HCl. The quantity of NaHCO3 consumed
was taken as equal to the amount of carboxylic acids, the equivalence difference between NaHCO3 and
Na2CO3 was taken to reflect lactone groups, while the equivalence difference between Na2CO3 and NaOH
was translate to the amount of phenol groups (Boehm 1966).

3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Physical characterization of the oxidation products
We inspected the physical appearance of the ACNF membrane after the oxidations. In the case of the
HNO3-based oxidations, the membranes disintegrated into powders, as perhaps also expected by the very
large mass losses during the treatments (Table 3.1). We therefore did not include them in the more detailed
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surface area, pores, functional groups presence etc. investigations. We note that while we used
concentrations observed in the literature, lower concentrations or reaction times of strong acids could have
resulted in maintenance of the membrane structure.
Table 3.1 Comparison of physical properties after oxidation treatment

1

Treatment

Mass Yield (%)

Average fiber diameter (nm)

Visible physical change of membrane

Unmodified

–

430±65

–

HNO3

82.4

285±41

powdered material

HNO3/H2SO4

30.0

529±73

powdered material

MnO4-L

99.1

534±120

none

MnO4-H

1051

345±58

none

OsO4+Oxone

97.2

300 ±39

none

OsO4+MnO4-L

98.8

384±73

none

OsO4+MnO4-H

96.5

359±94

none

RuO4

49.6

499±66

none

Likely due to an incomplete washing out of the manganese oxide reaction products

Oxidation with RuO4 resulted in the lowest yield while surprisingly still maintaining the membrane
structure. The other oxidation treatments resulted in near-quantitative yields and an excellent retention of
the membrane structure. We expected yield to be good for the more mild oxidants because the reactions are
specific to attacking olefinic double bonds and breaking open the carbon ring. If only an aromatic ring
structure is broken open, while also leaving additional oxygen attached, and therefore not evolving CO or
CO2, the yield should be high.
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Figure 3.1 Field emission scanning electron microscopy images of a) unmodified ACNF, b) HNO 3/H2SO4 oxidized
ACNF and c) OsO4-MnO4-H oxidized ACNF
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Figure 3.2 SEM images of oxidized ACNF with oxidant a) HNO3, b) MnO4-H, c) OsO4, d) OsO4+Oxone, e)
OsO4+KMnO4-L and f) RuO4
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The SEM image of the untreated ACNF possesses a homogeneous morphology of cylindrical fibers
(Figure 3.1a). After the majority of oxidation treatments, a similar fiber structure was maintained (Figure
3.2), but with different fiber diameters. The HNO3/H2SO4-treated samples produced much degraded fibers
that collapsed on themselves (Figure 3.1b). Also, while we could examine small pieces of ACNF membrane
material under the electron microscope in the HNO3 and HNO3/H2SO4 treatments, the material changed
from a sheet (50 mm x 50 mm) of ACNF membrane to small fragments of membrane (< 1 mm square).
Some individual broken fibers and amorphous carbonaceous materials were also observed in the MnO4 and
RuO4 treated materials, likely as a result of the combination of chemical treatment and the mechanical stress
during the sample manipulations, but not nearly as many as were observed by us, or Rasheed et al. during
the HNO3 oxidation of 60-130 nm graphitized carbon nanofibers. (Rasheed, Howe et al. 2007)
Interestingly, there was an increase in average fiber diameter in three cases. In part, the observed
increase in average fiber size after oxidation could be due to amorphous carbon accumulating on the surface,
particularly since the largest increases were observed in the samples with the largest material degradation,
but the exact nature of the increase is not readily discerned using the SEM images. The observed average
fiber size increase after the MnO4-L treatment has also a high variability and might also be due to
incomplete washing of the MnO2 off the fibers. Most importantly, in the OsO4-based oxidation treatments,
the nonwoven structure of the material was well maintained (Figure 3.1c) despite some modest lowering of
the average fiber diameters.
In all cases, oxidations of ACNF resulted in an often lower BET surface area and larger average pore
width compared to unmodified ACNF, consistent with the notion of the destruction of (thin) pore walls
(Table 3.2). This is also evidenced in the increase in average pore width and the corresponding decrease in
micropore volume and % microporosity for most oxidized materials. This type of oxidative degradation is
well-documented, particularly for HNO3-based oxidation protocols. (Rivera-Utrilla, Sánchez-Polo et al.
2011) Samples with the largest reduction in BET specific surface area, OsO4-Oxone®, OsO4-MnO4-L and
RuO4 all had a 3-4 fold increases in average pore width. Pore size distributions indicate that oxidized
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samples that still maintained BET specific surface areas greater than 100 m2/g, generally shifted to one
dominant larger size distribution and sometimes some much larger pores in the 100-1000 Å range, from
four 0-20 Å peaks in the unmodified material (Figure 3.3). This is a potentially useful attribute for more
homogeneous surface interactions with sorbates. The samples with the least change in BET surface area,
average pore width and % microporosity were MnO4-L, MnO4-H and OsO4-MnO4-H treated materials,
which all had high yields and insignificant changes in average fiber diameters (Table 3.1).
Table 3.2 Surface area and pore distribution change in ACNF after oxidation treatments
Sample

BET specific

Average pore

Micropore volume

Total pore volume

Microporosity

surface area (m2/g)

width (Å)

(cm3/g)

(cm3)

(%)

Unmodified

604

20.5

0.24

0.25

96

MnO4-L

134

22.4

0.048

0.066

73

MnO4-H

457

24.9

0.17

0.17

100

OsO4-Oxone®

21.9

56.8

0.001

0.067

1.5

OsO4-MnO4-L

8.44

65.2

0.0003

0.017

1.8

OsO4-MnO4-H

294

21.7

0.11

0.13

85

RuO4

7.62

83.9

0.002

0.015

13
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Figure 3.3 Pore volume distribution of ACNF oxidized with oxidant: a) none, b) MnO 4-L, c) MnO4-H, d) OsO4Oxone, e) OsO4-MnO4-L and f) OsO4-MnO4-H, g) RuO4. Figures are shown on the same scale for comparison. The
samples with BET surface areas below 10 m2/g (OsO4-MnO4-L and RuO4) do not show distinct peaks.
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3.3.2 FTIR characterization of the oxidation products
The characterization of ACNF using FTIR allowed the identification of the presence of a variety of
oxygen groups on both the original and the treated materials (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 FTIR spectra of the different oxidized ACNF species indicated. Spectra are at the same absorbance scale
but are arbitrarily stacked for comparison. Sample MnO4-H was left out as it appeared to be identical to MnO4-L
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Table 3.3 Elemental analysis of differently oxidized ACNF samples. Oxygen percent was determined by difference
Sample

Carbon (%)

Hydrogen (%)

Nitrogen (%)

Oxygen (calculated %)

Unmodified

75.1

2.4

7.4

15.1

MnO4-L

58.2

3.1

10.3

28.4

MnO4-H

64.1

1.7

9.4

24.8

OsO4+Oxone®

64.7

1.7

18.5

15.1

OsO4+MnO4-L

64.4

2.5

6.4

26.7

OsO4+MnO4-H

65.8

2.6

6.8

24.8

RuO4

56.7

2.6

15.6

25.1

The functional groups that are expected to be present on a carbon material activated with steam at high
temperatures include ketones and aldehydes, carboxylic acid functionalities, phenolic groups, and ether
groups. (Stuart 2004, Shafeeyan, Daud et al. 2010) In the case of the ACNF membrane, there is also a
substantial amount of nitrogen present, about 7 mass% by elemental analysis (Table 3.3), likely in the form
of heterocycle nitrogens (pyrrole, pyrazole, pyridine, etc. moieties, annulated to the carbon framework).
(Stuart 2004, McGann, Zhong et al. 2012) The unmodified ACNF material showed two broad peaks
centered around 1576 and 1265 cm-1, likely representing a combination of C=N, C-N, O-H, C-O, and N-H
bonds. The presence of pyridinic C=N bonds (expected at 1590 cm-1) formed during the stabilization phase
of the ACNF fabrication process was shown before. (Manickam, Karra et al. 2013) There is also a visible
shoulder on the second peak around 1100 cm-1, likely representing the C-O stretching or O-H bending
modes of alcoholic, phenolic, ether and carboxylic groups (carboxylic –OH group are expected to show at
around 1125 cm-1). (Dandekar, Baker et al. 1998, Figueiredo, Pereira et al. 1999, Mangun, Benak et al.
1999, Pradhan and Sandle 1999, Kalijadis, Vukčević et al. 2011) A broad peak at around 3400 cm-1
represents the water O-H bonds potentially still present or the O-H stretching mode of phenolic functional
groups. A nearly invisible band at 2400 cm-1 was likely residual CO2 in the purged chamber and was similar
in most samples.
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Following oxidation treatments, the IR bands centered around 3400, 1580 and 1260 cm-1 remained,
but several subtle shifts or the appearance of new peaks are noted. In the MnO4–L and MnO4-H (data not
shown) oxidized material, a peak at around 580 cm-1 can be assigned to MnOx stretching modes, (Parikh
and Chorover 2005) providing direct evidence that not all MnO2 was removed from the ACNF membranes.
In the RuO4 and OxO4-Oxone® oxidized materials, small bands were observed at around 850 and 830 cm-1,
respectively, which could be representing M=O vibration of Os and Ru esters.(Collin, Jones et al. 1974)
This suggests that some portions of intermediate metal esters are still present. On all oxidized materials, a
more or less pronounced shoulder appeared on the first peak at around 1650-1750 cm-1. This is likely a
carbonyl group in carboxylic acids (expected to be at 1710-1760 cm-1 in aliphatic carbon chains). The
additional O-H groups formed during oxidation could have contributed to the slightly more intense bands
at around 1200 cm-1. The presence of overlapping and broad peaks make a clear distinction and
quantification of the oxygen functionality using FTIR difficult. While all oxidations resulted in lower
percent carbon of the material, reduced from 75 to 65% or lower, the percent nitrogen increased in all but
the OsO4-MnO4 oxidations (Table 3.3). This suggests a preferential attack on C=C bonds for most
oxidations, but potentially also an attack on some C=N bonds and loss of N in the OsO4-MnO4 oxidations.
However, given the overlap of the bands, this is difficult to discern with FTIR data. Some of our findings
derived by FTIR could be supported by Boehm titrations, elemental analyses, and the TPD-MS data
described below.
3.3.3 Specification of the active hydrogen functionalities in the oxidized ACNFs using
Boehm titrations
Oxidation treatments produced a change from -7 to +68% in total oxygen groups on the surface of
ACNF, as determined by Boehm titrations (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of acidic functional groups composition after different oxidation pathways with Boehm
titration method

In terms of specific oxygen groups, we achieved our goal of increasing the number of carboxylic acid
groups (-CO2H) by the oxidations, from 158 to 365%, depending on the method chosen. The RuO4 treatment
produced the most -CO2H groups, at 7.07 µmol/mg, which represent 94% of the total acidic hydrogens on
that material and a ~5-fold increase in the -CO2H concentration compared to the unmodified ACNF. While
the MnO4-L treatment resulted in a decrease in total acidic oxygen groups by 7%, it still increased -CO2H
groups by almost 3-fold. The least effective oxidation to produce carboxylic acids was the OsO4-Oxone®
reaction but which nevertheless resulted in a 158% increase in -CO2H groups. Parallel to the -CO2H group
increase, the number of lactone and phenol groups also decreased in many cases. This is in contrast to other
simple oxidants such as ammonium persulfate, which may increase carboxylic acid groups, but more
substantially increased phenolic groups on activated carbons.(Bhadra, Seo et al. 2016) The increased
surface functionalization is even more apparent when considering surface area, where compared with
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2.52 µmol/m2 of -CO2H groups on the unmodified ACNF, the OsO4-MnO4-H treatment resulted in almost
a 10-fold increase in –CO2H groups. Although the oxidation reactions reduced the surface area and pore
volumes, in several cases the functionalization per unit surface area was significantly increased.
The OsO4- and RuO4-mediated reactions were particularly successful in the introduction of -CO2H and
lactone groups. The advantage of using OsO4 in the activation of the carbon structure, followed by a
cleavage of the osmate ester by an oxidant (Scheme 3.1), becomes clear when comparing the outcome of
the MnO4-L and MnO4-H reactions with the corresponding OsO4-MnO4-L and OsO4-MnO4-H reactions,
respectively. The two-step oxidation introduces more -CO2H groups and less other functionalities. Travis
et al. suggested Oxone® as an effective oxidant of osmate esters, (Travis, Narayan et al. 2002) but it also
promotes the formation of esters, a known reactivity of this reagent. (Schomake, Travis et al. 2003, Yan
2007) While RuO4 introduced the highest yield of carboxylic acid groups, this oxidant is evidently very
harsh, as indicated by the small mass yields of these reactions. Evidently, much of the carbon was lost in
the form of soluble forms of carbon of CO2. A high percentage of -CO2H groups was also observed in RuO4
oxidation of other graphitized carbon materials. (Rasheed, Howe et al. 2007)
3.3.4 TPD-MS analyses of the oxidized ACNFs
In temperature programmed desorption mass spectrometry (TPD-MS), a sample is heated at a
predetermined rate and the temperature-dependent emissions of small molecule fragments are recorded by
mass spectrometry, whereby channels for specific fragments are monitored in parallel. Thus, TPD-MS data
for CO and CO2 from ambient temperature up to 1200 K were gathered. Carboxylic acids decarboxylate at
relatively low temperatures (350–680 K) while lactones would decarboxylate and anhydrides
decarbonylate/decarboxylate at higher temperatures (450-950 K and 620-900 K, respectively). (de la
Puente, Pis et al. 1997, Toebes, van Heeswijk et al. 2004, Zhou, Sui et al. 2007, Shafeeyan, Daud et al.
2010) Phenols, ethers, carbonyls and quinones only start to decompose at relatively high temperatures (9731253 K). (Shafeeyan, Daud et al. 2010) Our analysis of different oxygen groups on the ACNF is mainly a
comparison of the shape and position of TPD-MS peaks following different treatments. A deconvolution
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of the TPD-MS profiles into a series of smaller peaks corresponding to specific oxygen groups was, given
the broadness of the signals, not attempted.
All samples decarboxylated at the temperature range between 400-700 K, indicating the presence of
significant amounts of -CO2H groups (Figure 3.6). ACNF treatments resulted in a substantial increase in
peak area in this range corresponding to the CO2 fragments, following the sequence of OsO4-MnO4-H >
RuO4 > OsO4-MnO4-L > MnO4-H > MnO4-L > unmodified ACNF. The release of CO2 from OsO4-MnO4H started at a lower temperature than others, perhaps an effect of the presence of adjacent functional groups.

Figure 3.6 TPD-MS traces for the release of CO2 of the unmodified and modified ACNF samples indicated

On the other hand, as the temperature increases, carboxylic acid groups located on adjacent sites might
dehydrate to form carboxylic acid anhydrides at lower temperatures, and ultimately eliminate CO2 and CO
at higher temperatures.
The second dominant CO2 peak can attribute to lactones and carboxylic anhydrides.(Figueiredo,
Pereira et al. 1999) While there are some distinct peaks in the CO2 trace, typically around 900-100K or
around 1000-1100 K, there is only one on the CO trace around 1100 K. The first peak in the CO2 trace is
typical of lactone groups, but we not rule out the existence of anhydrides since there is still some CO trace
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at that temperature range. A larger portion of the CO2 trace could be due to lactones, while a smaller portion
could be anhydrides where it overlaps with the CO trace.
In all samples, the TPD-MS profiles show the second dominant CO2 peak ranging from 700 -1100 K,
but at the same temperature range, only 900-1100 K CO desorption peak was observed. By combining with
the results of Boehm titration, there is a good match of lactone numbers to the peak area with account of
not only the peak height but also the peak width. It is notable that the second dominant CO2 peak of samples
with oxidants of MnO4-L, MnO4-H, OsO4-MnO4-L, OsO4-MnO4-H rose earlier than unmodified ACNF,
samples oxidized by OsO4-Oxone® and RuO4.

Figure 3.7 TPD-MS traces for the release of CO of the unmodified and modified ACNF samples indicated. Note: the
mass trace below 400 is suspected residual N2 gas flushing from the sample chamber

All MnO4–based primary or secondary oxidations as well as OsO4-Oxone®, but not with the RuO4
oxidations, showed a distinct peak at around 900 K for CO2, and above 1000 K for CO, which we interpret
as an indicator for the presence of carboxylic acid anhydride functionalities in the samples. The most
significant difference between the samples was a peak around 1000 K in the CO2 channel, most notable in
the OsO4-Oxone® sample, and to a lesser extent in MnO4-L and unmodified ACNF. Lactone groups are
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known to evolve also CO at higher temperatures, (Toebes, van Heeswijk et al. 2004) and since the highest
proportion of CO emission was also observed in unmodified and Oxone® treated materials, this would
match up, with an exception for the MnO4-L sample.
Overall, based on the broad distribution of CO2 evolution, the TPD-MS data suggest the presence of
clearly different surface oxygen chemical environments on the different materials. The high content of
carboxylic acid in RuO4 or OsO4-MnO4-H modified ACNF as deduced from the TPD data largely
correspond to the Boehm titration data. However, Boehm titration methods are limited to the identification
of the acidic carboxyl acid, lactone, and phenol groups, and ignore portions of oxygen functionalities such
as ethers and ketones. Furthermore, while the Boehm titration method provides the total amount of titratable
carboxylic acids, it cannot provide any information about their relative placements.

3.4. Conclusions
The choice of the oxidation method to establish oxygen functionalities in general, and carboxylic acid
groups in particular, on ACNF materials has a dramatic effect on the chemical yield, the physical
appearance, and the chemical composition of the functionalized material. The use of HNO3 (with or without
the addition of H2SO4) proved to be the most destructive method, leading to a disintegration of the
membranes. Considering a balance between limiting fiber damage, maximizing yield, maintaining pore
distribution and increasing the number of carboxylic acid groups, the OsO4 treatments followed with high
concentrations of the secondary oxidant MnO4 provided the best results. Notably, the prior activation of the
carbonaceous material with OsO4 yielded much better results than using only an identical MnO4 treatment.
This indicates that OsO4 was able to oxidize double bonds that were inaccessible to KMnO4 but without
causing broad structural damage. Overall, Boehm titrations qualitatively and quantitatively showed that
RuO4 produced the highest percentage of carboxylic acids among all the oxidants per unit mass of modified
ACNF, but on the expense of chemical yield. We thus also identified RuO4 as another promising oxidant.
However, further optimization experiments to increase the yield of the modified ACNF would be required
for this oxidation pathway to become a practical method.
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The chemical oxidation protocols tested generated multiple different products suitable for, e.g., sorbent
or catalyst attachment. A benefit given the known chemistry of OsO4 and RuO4, is the likely formation of
carboxylic acid functionalities arranged as pairs on the carbon framework surface. When considering
further functionalizing the surface in the future, the placement of adjacent secondary functional groups will
increase the likelihood of generating, e.g., more selective chelating interactions.
Alternative chemical oxidation pathways for the purpose of generating specific surface oxygen groups
were applied to an ACNF material with generally graphitic carbon structures, though with relatively high
nitrogen content. Their effectiveness on other carbon nanomaterials is worth considering in the future.
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Chapter 4. Synthesis of electrospun carbon nanofiber- carbon nanotube
composite
4.1. Introduction
Carbon nanomaterials with their tunable chemical, physical, electrical, and mechanical properties are
useful as adsorbents, sensors, filters, antimicrobial agents, or in energy storage devices (Mauter and
Elimelech 2008). For example, materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNT) (Hummer, Rasaiah et al. 2001,
Rao, Lu et al. 2007, Vecitis, Schnoor et al. 2011), carbon nanofibers (CNF) (Jang and Bae 2007, Al-Saleh
and Sundararaj 2009, Mitchell, Gallant et al. 2011), carbon cloth (Faur-Brasquet, Kadirvelu et al. 2002,
Mauter and Elimelech 2008, Zhao, Rahunen et al. 2008, Gao, Wang et al. 2013), or activated carbon
nanofiber (ACNF) (Kim and Yang 2003, Lee, Shiratori et al. 2010, Fan, Yan et al. 2011, Han, Li et al. 2018)
have all been used for these purposes. The properties of nanocarbon adsorbents with short intra-particle
diffusion distances, controllable pore sizes, and the option for high specific surface areas make them
particularly suitable for contaminant binding (Qu, Brame et al. 2012). However, as the dimensionality of
the carbon materials get smaller and more structured (e.g. electrospun materials or woven clothes), it gets
increasingly difficult to alter their surface chemistry without also damaging their overall structure.
In considering the use of carbon nanomaterials as adsorbents for environmental contaminants, tuning
the surface chemistry is key to targeting specific contaminants. A variety of methods have been used to
modify the surface of carbon nanomaterials, including plasma treatment, gaseous reactions, or wet chemical
oxidations (Chen, Dai et al. 2001, Saito, Matsushige et al. 2002, Rasheed, Howe et al. 2007, Karousis,
Tagmatarchis et al. 2010, Morales-Lara, Pérez-Mendoza et al. 2013). These oxidation steps produce a
variety of oxygen-based surface functional groups, including carbonyl, carboxylic acid, or phenolic groups.
Carboxylic acid groups in particular are most versatile precursors for subsequent functionalizations in
applications that require the alteration of conductivity of the carbonaceous materials (Kumar, Rath et al.
2007), to attach sensors (Wang and Lin 2008), or as a precursor to attaching other chemical moieties through,
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e.g., amidation reactions (Saito, Matsushige et al. 2002, Kampalanonwat and Supaphol 2010). In ACNF,
the undesirable effects of fiber breakage and destruction of the larger macrostructure needs to be limited in
order to generate an effective material for treatment applications.
While previous work has determined that alternative wet oxidants are capable of introducing
significant amounts of carboxylic acids on the surface of ACNF (Han, Li et al.), the basic structure is
microporous rendering it useful for sorption of a limited groups of contaminants. The act of wet chemical
oxidation generates additional macropores but at reduced surface areas. There are therefore multiple issues
to address, including maintaining integrity of the core material, generating mesoporosity and macroporosity
to target sorption of higher molecular weight contaminants, chemical modification without significant
structural damage or changes in surface properties, and the addition of chemical functionality to target
sorption of different chemistries.
The objective of this work is to explore alternative pathways to achieve those end goals, including
reducing the need for multi-step processes as well as considering composite materials. In order to increase
macroporous surface areas without significantly degrading the structure as happens in steam activation,
templating processes have been used that place a thermally decomposed chemical such as poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) (Chen, Li et al. 2013) or phthalic acid (PTA) (Peter, Vargo et al. 2016), within the
structure during electrospinning. Alternatively, the addition of chemicals such as K2CO3 during
electrospinning could also generate pores during decomposition in the carbonization steps. Chemical
modification of another material such as carbon nanotubes (CNT) could allow introduction of the surface
chemistry desired during the electrospinning process while limiting the requirement for harsh heat and
chemical treatments on the composite material. Therefore, different composites of CNT and CNF with
different additive- pore generator such as PMMA, PTA, K2CO3 have been explored in our study. Composite
manufacturing conditions, such as concentration of CNT and CNF, selection of additives and carbonization
temperature have been investigated for targeting adsorption of larger molecular weight pollutants, such as
pharmaceutical compounds and dyes. To assess material properties, measurements of surface area and pore
size distribution with an ASAP 2020 Physisorption Analyzer (Micrometrics Instrument Corporation),
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composites morphologies with scanning electron microscopy and surface group characteristics with ATRFTIR spectroscopy were used.

4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Materials
Preparation of precursor solution
The CNTs used in this study are COOH Functionalized Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes (Table 1;
cheaptubes.com). The polymers used for electrospinning was polyacrylonitrile (PAN; molecular
weight=150,000 g/mol; Scientific Polymer Product, Inc., Ontario, NY, USA). The chemical additives or
solvents for electrospinning were phthalic acid (PTA), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), K2CO3 and
dimethylformamide (DMF) (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH, USA).
Table 4.1 Characteristics of CNTs studied
Properties

CNT

Outer Diameter

<8 nm

Inside Diameter

2-5 nm

Ash

<1.5 wt%

Purity

>95 wt%

Length

10-30 μm

Specific Surface Area

500 m2/g

Electrical Conductivity

> 100 S/cm

Bulk Density

0.27 g/cm3

True Density

~ 2.1 g/cm3

COOH groups

3.8%

Either 1% or 2% (w.t. CNT/w.t. total solution mass) CNT was dispersed in DMF and ultrasonicated
for 5 hours. Subsequently, 8% -14% PAN (w.t. PAN/w.t. total solution mass) was added to the mixture and
stirred at 65 ℃ for 2 hours, and later stirred at room temperature overnight. When used, additives such as
PTA (0.8-2.4 w.t.%), PMMA (8 w.t.%) or K2CO3 (4 w.t.%) (Note: All concentrations are percentage of
chemical over total solution mass) at concentrations chosen based on the literature (Chen, Li et al. 2013,
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Peter, Vargo et al. 2016) were added simultaneously with PAN to the CNT-DMF suspension. These
additives were meant to alter pore volumes and pore size depending on the subsequent heat treatments.
CNT modification
Ethylenediamine (EDA) modified CNT (EDA-CNT), was prepared as an alternative CNT to use in
electrospinning in order to generate a different chemical surface useful for contaminant sorption. The
obtained CNT were subjected to further oxidation to increase the carboxylic acid content (Wepasnick,
Smith et al. 2011, Han, Li et al. 2018) on their surface as a precursor to an amidation reaction with EDA.
An amount of 1 g CNT was sonicated with 0.5 g KMnO4 in 50 ml of 0.5 M H2SO4 for 4 hours at 40-45 °C.
After the reaction, the MnO2 generated from the oxidation procedures was washed out with HCl (34%~
37%) and filtered through a glass fiber filter (0.7 μm) with excess of water until the filtrate was no longer
brown in color and was neutral pH. The carbon was dried in an oven at 80 °C overnight. The dried CNT
was sonicated in 20 mL of toluene for 10 minutes with 2 drops of DMF. Subsequently, 2 ml oxalyl chloride
was added drop-wise to the CNT suspension and sonicated at room temperature for 5 h and then allowed
to evaporate under N2 atmosphere. The material was then mixed with 1 g EDA in 20 ml toluene and refluxed
for 24 h at 90 °C. After the reaction, the product was washed with ethanol to remove excess acyl chloride,
washed extensively with water and dried in the oven at 80 °C overnight. (Wissner and Grudzinskas 1978,
Ebrahimi and Jarrahpour 2014). This EDA-CNT was used in place of the purchased CNT in a few materials.
Preparation of CNT-CNF composite
All CNT-CNF composites and CNF material with or without additives were prepared following three
main steps: electrospinning, stabilization, and carbonization;
The prepared precursor solution was loaded in a syringe and pumped at a constant rate of 1 mL h-1 into
a custom made electrospinning apparatus (Huang, Bui et al. 2011). The distance between the syringe tip
and grounded collector drum was typically set at 15 cm for 12 w.t% and 14 w.t.%, but was set to 10 cm
when PAN solution was 8 w.t.%. The solution at the needle tip received a voltage between 15-22 kV, and
the collection drum was rotated at 70 rpm. The process took place in a chamber held at room temperature
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with a relative humidity of about 16%. The 14 w.t.% PAN solution with inclusion of CNT made the electrospinning becoming impossible due to the high viscosity. As a result, the next context only discusses the
material made with 8 w.t.% and 12 w.t.% PAN.
After electrospinning, mats were stabilized at 280 °C in a muffle furnace for 1 h in an air atmosphere
and the stabilization endured an increasing rate of 1 °C min-1 from room temperature to 280 °C at the
beginning. Following stabilization, the mats were heated at a ramp rate of 4 °C min-1 up to the experimental
temperature and were carbonized at that temperature for 1 or 2 h under a N2 atmosphere. The carbonization
temperature was set at 350 °C, 600 °C, 800 °C or 1000 °C depending on the experiment.
The experimental conditions for preparation of different CNF-CNT composites are as follows in Table
1. Material labels are defined with the composition of precursor solution and carbonization temperature.
For example, 8%PAN 2%CNT 1.5%PTA C600 2hr is the CNT-CNF composite material has the precursor
solution composed of 8% PAN, 2% CNT and 1.5 % PTA, which carbonized at 600 ℃ for 2 hours after
electrospinning and stabilization.
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Table 4.2 Experimental recipes for different CNF-CNT composites

Section

PAN

CNT

Concentration

Concentration

(%)

(%)

8%PAN C600 2hr

8

/

-

8%PAN 1%CNT C600 2hr

8

1

-

8%PAN 2%CNT C600 2hr

8

2

-

8%PAN 2%CNT 1.5%PTA C600 2hr

8

2

1.5% PTA

8%PAN 2%CNT 4%K2CO3 C600 2hr

8

2

4% K2CO3

8%PAN 2%CNT 8%PMMA C600 2hr

8

2

8% PMMA

8%PAN 2%CNT C350 1hr

8

2

-

8%PAN 2%CNT C1000 1hr

8

2

-

8%PAN 2%CNT 1.5% PTA C350 1hr

8

2

1.5% PTA

8%PAN 2%CNT 1.5%PTA C1000 1hr

8

2

1.5% PTA

12%PAN 2%CNT C600 2hr

12

2

/

12%PAN 2%CNT C800 2hr

12

2

/

12%PAN 2%CNT 0.8%PTA C600 2hr

12

2

0.8% PTA

12%PAN 2%CNT 0.8%PTA C800 2hr

12

2

0.8% PTA

8

2% EDA/CNT

0.8% PTA

8

2% EDA/CNT

0.8% PTA

Material Label

Additive

I

II

12%CNF 2%EDA-CNT 0.8%PTA C600
2hr
12%CNF 2%EDA-CNT 0.8%PTA C800
2hr

Carbonization
600°C for 2
hours
600°C for 2
hours
600°C for 2
hours
600°C for 2
hours
600°C for 2
hours
600°C for 2
hours
350°C for 1 hour
1000°C for 1
hour
350°C for 1 hour
1000°C for 1
hour
600°C for 2
hours
800°C for 2
hours
600°C for 2
hours
800°C for 2
hours
600°C for 2
hours
800°C for 2
hours
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4.2.2 Characterization
The morphologies of different CNT-CNF composites were assessed using a Teneo Emission Scanning
Electron Microscopy (FEI Teneo LVSEM, 10 kV operation voltage). The mean fiber diameters of each
composites were calculated by measuring the thickness of 100 random composites fibers with ImageJ
software (US National Institue of Health).
Specific surface area and pore size distribution were measured with an ASAP 2020 Physisorption
Analyzer (Micrometrics Instrument Corporation). Prior to the measurements, the samples were degassed at
150 °C for 6 h; sorption isotherms were measured at 77 K using N2.
Surface chemistry of materials was examined by Attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy
(ATR-IR, Nicolet Magna 560). The IR spectra of the samples were acquired in transmission mode.

4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Physical characterization of composite CNF-CNT materials
To obtain high surface area materials with a majority of mesopores, precursors containing PAN of at
concentrations of 8 or 12 wt.% with different concentrations of CNT inclusion and with different additives
meant to increase pore size and abundance were investigated. Generally, as the concentration of PAN
increases, the solution viscosity increases which results in thicker fibers and hence less surface area (Deitzel,
Kleinmeyer et al. 2001). Given that, 8% PAN was chosen as the base concentration to compare with
composite materials with additives to assess differences in function and material physical properties.
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a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 4.1 Scanning electron microscopy images of different materials: a) 8%PAN C600 2hr; b) 8%PAN 1%CNT
C600 2hr; c) 8%PAN 2%CNT C600 2hr; d) 8%PAN 2%CNT 1.5%PTA C600 2hr; e) 8%PAN 2%CNT 4% K2CO3
C600 2hr; f) 8%PAN 2%CNT 8%PMMA C600 2hr
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The SEM images of the CNF or composites with 8% PAN precursor show a morphology composed
of cylindrical fibers. For the 8%PAN C600 2hr material, it has a rather more compact arrangement of fibers
with some amorphous carbon on the surface (Figure 4.1a). Usually, the amorphous carbon is removed after
steam activation at higher temperatures, but that step was not done on this material. With the inclusion of
CNT (Figure 4.1b-c), some larger beads and irregular twists within the fibers. With the larger beads, this
suggests CNT aggregates may form and more likely get trapped among the electrospun fibers. The irregular
shaped fibers showing twists or just variations in thicknesses along a fiber suggests that CNT may be
embedded into fiber (Peter, Vargo et al. 2016)., which at least physically is possible given the diameter of
CNT is less than 8 nm compared to the at least 1 order of magnitude larger diameter of the CNF fibers The
average diameters of fibers in the CNF-CNT composites are significantly thicker compared to the control
(Table 4.3). Additives acting as templating pore generators such as K2CO3 or PTA also increase the fiber
diameter from 106 nm in the base 8% PAN material to around 130 nm in 8%PAN 2%CNT 4%K2CO3 C600
2hr material or 160 nm in 8%PAN 2%CNT 1.5%PTA C600 2hr material. This also may be ascribed to the
increased viscosity or the inclusion of the chemical which displaces the PAN polymer during
electrospinning. (Deitzel, Kleinmeyer et al. 2001).With PMMA added, which itself is a polymer, fiber
diameter increases dramatically to 409 ± 72 nm. The initial increase during electrospinning is likely due to
the parallel arrangement of PAN and PMMA chemicals generating a thicker fiber. During carbonization,
there may be insufficient decomposition of the PMMA fraction. Even though the depolymerization
temperature of PMMA starts at 200 ℃ (Kashiwagi, Inaba et al. 1986), and the 8%PAN 2%CNT 8%PMMA
C600 2hrmaterial has been treated with 280 ℃ stabilization for 1 hour and 600 ℃ carbonization for 2 hours,
still, large fractions of PMMA and small fractions of byproducts likely reside on the fibers. This can explain
the large fiber diameter of the 8%PAN 2%CNT 8%PMMA C600 2hr material (Chen, Li et al. 2013).
The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms (Figure 4.2) all present a steep adsorption at very low relative
pressures. Other than the 8%PAN 2%CNT 8%PMMA C600 2hr material which is a micropore-dominant
material, other isotherms are type IV of the BDDT classification (Brunauer, Deming et al. 1940) and present
a hysteresis loop type H1 as defined by IUPAC (Sing 1985). This indicates these CNF-CNT composites
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are mesoporous materials with high pore size uniformity and facile pore connectivity. The 8%PAN 2%CNT
1.5%PTA C600 2hr material demonstrates the highest adsorption indicating the highest pore volume in this
material followed by the 8%PAN 2%CNT 4%K2CO3 C600 2hr material.
In all cases, with CNT inclusion and with or without additives except PMMA, the composites tend to
generate similar or higher BET specific surface areas with larger macropores and larger average fiber
diameters compared to the base 8%PAN C600 2hr material (Table 4.4). The inclusion of 2% concentrations
of CNT lead to higher surface area by almost 3-fold, and up to 6-fold with PMMA included. Despite the
thicker fibers generated during electrospinning, it seems that the much larger surface area CNT deposited
on or within the CNF balances is in part accessible to the outer fluid and is not only buried within PAN
fibers. In the case of PMMA addition, the much larger surface area may be attributed to both CNT and the
possibly formed electrospun PMMA nanofibers and PMMA/CNT nanofibers (Sui, Giordani et al. 2009).
The average pore sizes of these CNT-CNF composites (section I) are larger than CNF only. This is evidence
that not all CNT are inserted into fibers and some of them remain on the fiber surface to enhance the surface
area.
It is preferable to prepare an adsorbent with a pore size that is 3-4 times that of the adsorbate molecules
to reach maximum adsorption in order to accommodate the limited diffusion into the pores and the threedimensional size of adsorbates (Kondo, Amano et al. 1989, Zeleňák, Badaničová et al. 2008). The BET
surface area and pore size due to the introduction of CNT and the application of a templating pore generator
such as PTA, K2CO3, or PMMA, does enhance the surface area and maintains or slightly increases the
average pore size in an appropriate range for larger molecule adsorption. Therefore, CNT-CNF composites
in section I (Table 4.4) with larger mesopore size may potentially be a good adsorbent and may enhance
the adsorption capacity for larger contaminant compounds such as pharmaceuticals and dyes.
Nevertheless, by looking into fiber diameter distribution (Figure 4.4) of material (Section I), all these
materials have concentrated ranges of fibers between 100-200 nm with the only exception of the 8%PAN
2%CNT 8%PMMA C600 2hr material having random fiber diameters ranging from 200-580 nm. In
consideration of the inhibition of functionalization on CNT due to thicker fibers and random distributions
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of fibers may result in uneven adsorption efficiency, the 8%PAN 2%CNT 8%PMMA C600 2hr material will
not be further discussed in this study.
However, introduction of K2CO3 into the precursor solution is incompatible with our electrospinning
system because clogging is a persistent issue, therefore making consistent generation of this material
unreliable. Due to that reason, the 8%PAN 2%CNT 4%K2CO3 C600 2hr material and any precursor solution
containing K2CO3 were not pursued further. Also, the performance of PTA is superior to K2CO3 when
opening pores.
Table 4.3 Physical structure characterization by BET analyzer
Section

I

II

Material label

BET Surface Area

Adsorption average

Average Diameter

(m2

pore width (nm):

(nm)

g-1)

8%PAN C600 2hr

21.50

8.80

8%PAN 1%CNT C600 2hr

27.48

16.34

106.38±27.33
149.88±33.69

8%PAN 2%CNT C600 2hr

56.70

10.83

136.59±20.95

8%PAN 2%CNT 1.5%PTA C600 2hr

69.76

18.71

162.93±38.10n

8%PAN 2%CNT 4%K2CO3 C600 2hr

67.98

11.62

137.66±22.08

8%PAN 2%CNT 8%PMMA C600 2hr

123.17

9.85

409.49±72.46

8%PAN 2%CNT C350 1hr

NA

NA

8%PAN 2%CNT C1000 1hr

237.09

7.18

8%PAN 2%CNT 1.5% PTA C350 1hr

0.10

NA

8%PAN 2%CNT 1.5%PTA C1000 1hr

293.00

7.00

12%PAN 2%CNT C600 2hr

115.12

6.04

12%PAN 2%CNT C800 2hr

159.14

6.47

12%PAN 2%CNT 0.8%PTA C600 2hr

48.35

15.34

12%PAN 2%CNT 0.8%PTA C800 2hr

228.72

5.34
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Figure 4.2 Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms of different carbon materials

Figure 4.3 Pore volume distribution of different carbon materials
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e)

f)

8%PAN C600 2hr

8%PAN 2%CNT C600 2hr

8%PAN 1%CNT C600 2hr

8%PAN 2%CNT 1.5%PTA C600 2hr

8%PAN 2%CNT 4%K2CO3 C600 2hr

8%PAN 2%CNT 8%PMMA C600 2hr

Figure 4.4 Fiber diameter distribution of different carbon materials
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4.3.2 Limiting fiber damage while maintaining surface chemical groups
Initial investigation of the optimal conditions to produce CNF-CNT composites was conducted with a
precursor containing 8% PAN and altering carbonization temperature at 350 ℃, 600 ℃ and 1000 ℃ with
or without the presence of the additive PTA. The 8%PAN 2%CNT material is the precursor mat after
electrospinning while 8%PAN 2%CNT S280 material is the precursor mat that has been stabilized at 280 ℃
for an hour. The total transmittance as measured on ATR-IR gradually decreases in the sequence of the
precursor material, stabilized material and carbonized material suggesting a graphitic structure is
developing. After stabilization, weakened peak intensity around 2900 and 1550 cm-1 indicate the
transformation of aliphatic C- H bonds. Stronger IR intensity at around 1600 and 1700 cm-1 suggests the
formation of C=N, C=C and C=O in the stabilized material, which further manifests in the cyclization
forming C=N and a dehydrogenation reaction forming C=C during the stabilization process (Manickam,
Karra et al. 2013). At a 350 ℃ carbonization temperature, only small changes occur compared with the
stabilized material, demonstrating the incomplete carbonization at a temperature of 350 ℃. When the
carbonization temperature is increased to 600 ℃, significant chemical changes happen. Only two broad
peaks exist in the 600 ℃ carbonized material centered around 1547 and 1156 cm-1, likely representing a
C=O bond and O-H bending, suggesting the presence of carboxylic acids, and perhaps ketones, aldehydes,
phenolic groups, and ether groups on the material’s surface (Stuart 2004, Shafeeyan, Daud et al. 2010).
Herein, higher carbonization temperature means a more complete graphite structure formation as a benzene
ring like structure. However, when the carbonization temperature is increased to 1000 ℃, most peaks
disappear. Based on ours and other former studies with TGA-MS, most surface chemical groups decompose
as temperatures increase and nearly all are removed when temperature reaches 1000 ℃. Functionalities,
such as carboxylic acids start to decompose as low as 300 ℃ (Han, Li et al.). Therefore, although high
temperatures like 1000 ℃ can enhance surface areas to 10-fold the levels observed at 600 ℃ (Table 4.3,
Section II), oxygen functionalities, an important factor for maintaining wettability and enhancing chemical
interactions are then compromised. The IR spectrum of similar composites with PTA inclusion (Figure 4.4,
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b), are identified with only subtle differences from composites without PTA (Figure 4.4, a). As a
consequence, the use of PTA only results in a subtle effect on functionalities of composites of CNT and
CNF, which maintains the comparative product of pre-functionalized CNT without changing functional
groups due to PTA.
In conclusion, through comparing physical properties of different carbon materials in Table 4.2,
Section I, the introduction of 2% CNT, PTA into PAN precursor solution to produce composites of CNT
and CNF was determined. The next step is to find the optimal condition to acquire a high density of surface
functionalities while not compromising the physical properties. One thing that needs to be considered is
composite of CNT and CNF with precursor containing 8% is generally fragile and breakable. To enhance
the mechanical properties, the concentration of PAN was increased to 12% while maintaining 2% CNT to
ensure the maximum functionalities can be introduced. For CNT, 2% is the maximum concentration that
could be achieved on account that the precursor solution with higher concentrations of CNT clogged the
electrospinning system. And similarly, PTA concentration dropped to 0.8% to avoid higher viscosity in the
precursor solution.
Based on the data discussed, carbonization at 600 ℃ may be a balance approach to open pores and
increase surface area but still maintain most surface chemical functionalities. Carbonization at 800 ℃ has
also been compared with -COOH functionalized CNT-CNF composites and -NH2 functionalized CNT-CNF
composites (Figure 4.4, c). At 800 ℃, more functional groups are destroyed, but some are reserved while
also increasing the surface area of 12%PAN 2%CNT 0.8%PTA C600 2hr from 48.35 to 228.72 m2/g.
Therefore, carbonization between 600- 800 ℃ may be an appropriate carbonization temperature range and
the ultimate selection should be considered given preference of physical properties versus functionalities
when treating different structures of adsorbates.
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a

b

c

Figure 4.5 IR spectra of different materials
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4.4. Conclusions
The determination of concentrations of PAN, CNT and 8%PAN 2%CNT S280 the inclusion of different
additives such as PTA, K2CO3 or PMMA, as well as the conditions for production have significant effects
on the physical properties and functionalities of the composite of functionalized CNT and CNF.
Considering a balance between limiting fiber damage, high surface area as an efficient adsorbent,
mesoporosities for removal of larger molecules pollutants and retaining functionalities, currently 12% PAN,
2%CNT, 0.8%PTA in DMF was chosen as the optimal precursor solution composition. In addition,
carbonization temperatures between 600 and 800 ℃ were selected. This research lays the foundation for
further material testing for functionalization pathways and adsorption assays for emerging water
contaminants.
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Chapter 5. Composite of functionalized carbon nanotube (CNT) and carbon
nanofiber (CNF) for improving water treatment
5.1. Introduction
The presence of pharmaceutical compounds in the environment has raised great concerns with the
large volume of production and use. These micropollutants are continuously introduced to aquatic
environments via domestic, industrial or hospital wastewater, improper disposal of products and ground
injection of treated wastewater (Hernando, Mezcua et al. 2006). The various pharmaceutical compounds
that are not completely removed during treatment and later discharged by municipal wastewater treatment
plants are the major sources (Eggen, Hollender et al. 2014). The presence and accumulation of
pharmaceutical compounds in water resources have a potential negative effect on ecosystems and can
further lead to adverse health effects (Boxall, Kolpin et al. 2003, Sotelo, Rodríguez et al. 2012). Unlike
other contaminants, we currently have only scarce knowledge about removing the large diversity of
pharmaceutical compounds at low exposure concentrations ranging from µg/L to ng/L (Backhaus and
Karlsson 2014). Hence, it’s urgent to develop more effective technologies to remove various
pharmaceutical compounds from water resources.
Adsorption by nano-scale carbonaceous materials can be a simple and efficient way to mitigate
pharmaceutical pollution and in practice, activated carbon is one of the common methods proposed for
advanced treatment of micropollutants (Eggen et al.). Carbon materials have tunable chemical, physical,
and mechanical properties make them useful as adsorbents (Mauter and Elimelech 2008). Carbon nanofiber
(CNF) (Lee, Shiratori et al. 2010) and carbon nanotubes (CNT) (Rao, Lu et al. 2007) are two extraordinary
nano-scale carbonaceous materials already used as adsorbents with short intra-particle diffusion distances,
controllable pore sizes, and for a range of specific surface areas. One implementation of CNF can take
advantage of a membrane structure, as the dimensionality of CNF can get smaller but more structured when
prepared via electrospinning or as woven clothes. However, it is increasingly difficult to alter the surface
chemistry of membrane forms of CNF without also damaging their overall structure given the oxidation
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required to do so (Han, Li et al.). Many studies have shown the ability to tune the surface chemistry on
CNT (Lu, Su et al. 2008, Tong, Zhao et al. 2011, Patiño, Díaz et al. 2015), but as a powder, it must be
immobilized, avoid aggregation and find ways to alleviate the high head loss in packed bed applications for
water treatment.
The combination of a functionalized CNT dispersed in a CNF substrate may be a good alternative
adsorbent. Functionalized CNT can introduce targeted chemistry onto a CNF surface without chemically
degrading the membrane structure generated during electrospinning. In this manner, CNT can be
immobilized on a CNF membrane and take advantage of the macroporous structure of CNF, and hence
relieve the head loss of a purely CNT material. Sorption specificity can be enhanced by grafting reactive
moieties specific to target adsorption processes beyond π-π stacking, van der Waals interactions and H
bonding. For example, attaching thiol groups to traditional carbon materials allowed for recovery of Hg2+
ions from water while cationic amine sites facilitated sorption of arsenic ions (Kumar and Jiang 2016,
Kumar, Jiang et al. 2016). This combination of CNT and CNF should allow the benefits of the CNF
membrane and the CNT surface chemistry in one sorbent material.
Attempts have been made to form amide bonds by reacting an activated carboxylic acid with an amine
following standard reactions in organic chemistry (Figure 5.1a). For example, amino compounds like
ethylenediamine (EDA) can readily react with oxidized carbon surfaces through acyl chlorides (Rios, Alves
et al. 2003, Tamai, Shiraki et al. 2006, Zhu, Deng et al. 2009, Cai and Larese-Casanova 2016). Acyl chloride
reactions are usually done with thionyl chloride, but similarly oxalyl chloride can introduce acyl chlorides
with milder and more selective properties, which may be a better alternative (Wissner and Grudzinskas
1978, Ebrahimi and Jarrahpour 2014). Alternatively, amide groups can be attached onto carbon surfaces by
reacting amines with carboxylic acids under the effect of a coupling agent such as 1-Ethyl-3-(3dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) or dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) (Figure 5.1b). (Saito,
Matsushige et al. 2002, Li, Chang et al. 2009, Jeong, Choi et al. 2012).
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Figure 5.1 Graphical scheme of amide bond formation

In this research, alternative amidation pathways are tested for functionalizing carboxylated CNT or
CNF. Ethylenediamine (EDA) functionalized CNT was grafted onto CNF during electrospinning or the
composite was functionalized with EDA following electrospinning using the most promising materials
examined in Chapter 4. The materials were then used to examine sorption of various pharmaceutical
compounds. The goal herein was to identify appropriate pathways to generate functionalized CNT-CNF
composites for removing single or mixtures of pharmaceutical compounds.

5.2. Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Materials
The CNTs used in this study were COOH Functionalized Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes, which were
purchased from cheaptubes.com (characteristics in Table 5.1). PAN (molecular weight=150,000 g/mol)
was purchased from Scientific Polymer Product, Inc. (Ontario, NY, USA), and phthalic acid (PTA),
ethylenediamine (EDA) and dimethylformamide (DMF) were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Hampton,
NH, USA).

Table 5.1 Characteristics of CNTs used
Properties

CNT

Outer Diameter

<8 nm

Inside Diameter

2-5 nm

95

Ash

<1.5 wt%

Purity

>95 wt%

Length

10-30 μm

Specific Surface Area

500 m2/g

Electrical Conductivity

> 100 S/cm

Bulk Density

0.27 g/cm3

True Density

~ 2.1 g/cm3

COOH groups

3.8%

Preparation of precursor solution
Several CNT-CNF composites have been compared to a high-PAHs-adsorption-capacity materialActivated carbon nanofiber (Label: ACNF) (Han, Li et al.). Other CNT-CNF composites were prepared in
following procedure, 2% (w.t. CNT/w.t. total solution mass) CNT dispersed in DMF and ultrasonic for 5
hours. Subsequently, 12% PAN (w.t. PAN/w.t. total solution mass) was added to the mixture and stirred at
65 ℃ for 2 hours, and later stirred at room temperature overnight. Additives, such as phthalic acid (PTA;
0.8w.t was added simultaneously with PAN to the CNT-DMF suspension. PTA may increase the pore
volume and pore size. (Peter, Vargo et al. 2016)
Preparation of CNT-CNF composite
All CNT-CNF composites with or without additives were prepared following three main steps:
electrospinning, stabilization, carbonization;
The prepared precursor solution was cooled to room temperature and loaded in a syringe and pumped
at a constant rate of 1 mL h-1 into a custom made electrospinning apparatus (Huang, Bui et al. 2011). The
distance between the syringe tip and grounded collector drum was control at 15 cm, the solution received a
voltage between 15-22 kV, and the drum rotated at 70 rpm. The electrospinning process took place in a
chamber held at room temperature with a relative humidity of about 16 %;
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After electrospinning, PAN-CNT mats were stabilized at 280 °C in a muffle furnace for 1 h in an air
atmosphere and the stabilization endured an increasing rate of 1 °C min-1 to 280 °C. After that, the stabilized
mats were heated with a ramp rate of 5 °C min-1 up to 800 °C and were then carbonized at 800 °C for two
hours under a N2 atmosphere.
CNT-CNF composite ingredients
The information of different CNF-CNT composites is as followed in table 5.1. Material labels are
defined with the composition of precursor solution and carbonization temperature. For example, 12%PAN
2%CNT 0.8%PTA C800 2hr is the CNT-CNF composite material has the precursor solution composed of
12% PAN, 2% CNT and 0.8% PTA, which carbonized at 800 ℃ for 2 hours after electrospinning and
stabilization.
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Table 5.2 Experimental recipes for different CNF-CNT composites
Material Label

Material composition

PAN Concentration (%)

CNT Concentration (%)

PTA (%)

Carbonization

ACNF

14%PAN C600

14

/

/

600℃ for 2 h

1 hour in stea
M2

12% PAN 0.8% PTA C800

12

/

0.8

800℃ for 2 h

M3

12%PAN 2%CNT 0.8% PTA C800

12

2

0.8

800℃ for 2 h

M4

12%PAN 2% CNT/EDA 0.8%PTA C600

12

2 (EDA functionalized CNT)

0.8

600℃ for 2 h

M5

12%PAN 2%CNT 0.8%PTA C800/ EDA

12

2

0.8

800℃ for 2 h

Note: M5 is M3 functionalized with EDA; Carbonization temperature is 600 ℃ for M4
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5.2.2 EDA functionalization
All amidation treatments applied to CNT were based on successful trials of attaching EDA onto HNO3
oxidized PAC (PAC/HNO3). In order to attach EDA to the carboxylic acids on the carbon surfaces, we
tested two coupling agents EDC and DCC, and two Cl activators for nucleophilic substitutions, acyl
chloride and oxalyl chloride. In trials where the coupling agents EDC was used, 1.0 g PAC/HNO3 was first
dispersed in 30 mL water with 0.1 M Na2HPO4, 0.1M EDC, 0.1M EDA over ice, and with pH adjusted to
4-4.5 using concentrated HCl (Nakajima and Ikada 1995). For DCC coupling reactions, 2.0 g PAC/HNO3
was dispersed in 20 mL of toluene and then mixed with 10 mL of toluene solution containing 2.0 g of DCC.
Both solutions were stirred at room temperature for 48 hours to react. In Cl substitution reactions, 1.0 g
PAC/HNO3 was sonicated in 20 ml of toluene with 2 drops of DMF while 2.0 mL oxalyl chloride or thionyl
chloride was added drop-wise to the suspension. The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 5 h. Both
solutions were then washed with toluene and dried under N2 atmosphere and later mixed with 2.0 g EDA
in 20 mL toluene and refluxed for 24 h at 90 °C. After reaction, products from EDC/EDA, DCC/EDA,
SOCl2/EDA or (COCl)2/EDA treatments were washed with ethanol to remove excess Cl and filtered
extensively with water and dried in an oven at 80 °C.
Based on the results with PAC/HNO3, the oxalyl chloride pathway was chosen for application to CNT
and composite CNF-CNT functionalization. In order to maximize the attachment of EDA onto CNT, CNT
was pre-treated with KMnO4 to increase the carboxylic acid content further with the following procedure
(Wepasnick, Smith et al. 2011, Han, Li et al. 2018) : 1 g CNT was sonicated with 0.5 g KMnO4 in 50 mL
0.5 M H2SO4 for 4 hours at 40-45 °C. After reaction, the MnO2 generated from the oxidation procedures
was removed by washing extensively with HCl (34%~ 37%) and filtering through a glass fiber membrane
(0.7 μm) with excess of water until the filtrate was no longer brown in color and was neutral pH. The
material was then dried at 80 °C.
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5.2.3 Characterization
The morphologies of different CNT-CNF composites were assessed using a Teneo Emission Scanning
Electron Microscopy (FEI Teneo LVSEM, 10 kV operation voltage). The mean fiber diameters of each
composite was calculated by measuring 100 random composites fibers with ImageJ software (US National
Institue of Health).
Specific surface areas and pore size distributions were measured with an ASAP 2020 Physisorption
Analyzer (Micrometrics Instrument Corporation). Prior to the measurements, the samples were degassed at
150 °C for 6 h; N2 sorption isotherms were measured at 77 K using N2.
Surface chemistry of materials was examined by Attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy
(ATR-IR, Nicolet Magna 560). The IR spectra of the samples were acquired in transmission mode.
Total carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen (CHN) of materials were analyzed according to USEPA Method
440 with modifications as suggested by the instrument manufacturer for carbon materials (Culmo 2013). A
2 mg sample was weighed onto a solid tin combustion capsule and then placed into a Perkin Elmer® 2400
CHN analyzer, where the capsule was injected into a high temperature (975 °C) furnace and combusted in
pure oxygen under static conditions and quantified by thermal conductivity detectors. Prior to both analyses,
carbon samples were dried at 140 °C to remove water content.
5.2.4 Adsorption
Batch experiments were conducted to characterize the sorption of single pharmaceutical compounds
or a mixture of pharmaceutical compounds. A sample mass of 5 mg of different CNF or CNF-CNT materials,
was weighed into 10 mL amber glass vials. For single pharmaceutical compounds, concentrated stocks
were prepared directly in DI water and subsequently diluted into desired concentrations with a 1 mM
NaHCO3 solution and pH adjusted to 7. Pharmaceutical compound solutions prepared at 5, 10, 50, 100, or
200 mg L-1 were added to the glass vials, and were capped with teflon lined screw caps. For mixtures of
pharmaceutical compounds, concentrated stocks were prepared with methanol and later diluted with
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NaHCO3 solution and DI water. In adsorption experiments with mixtures of compounds, the initial
concentration for each pharmaceutical compound was the same at 10, 50, 200, 500, 1000 µg L-1. Mixture
solutions were added to the glass vials, contained less than 0.1% methanol and also kept pH fixed at 7,
NaHCO3 concentration at 1mM and capped with Teflon coated screw caps.
The single pharmaceutical compounds were Acetaminophen (APAP), Atenolol (ATN), Caffeine
(CAFF) and sulfadimethoxazole (SMZ). The mixture pharmaceutical compounds were APAP, ATN, CAFF,
SMZ, Sulfadimethoxine (SDM), Carbamazepine (CBZ), ketoprofen (KTP), Naproxen (NP), Diclofenac
(DCF), Ibuprofen (IBP).
All vials were rotated at 60 rpm end-over-end in the dark (to minimize photodegradation) for 24 hours.
Control vials containing no sorbent were assembled in the same manner to account for possible
pharmaceutical sorption to vials or volatilization losses. After adsorption, all solutions were filtered through
13 mm, 0.22 µm syringe-tip PTFE filters and saved for analysis on either a total organic carbon analyzer
or a liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometer.
5.2.5 Analysis of pharmaceutical compounds
For single pharmaceutical adsorption experiments, the remaining pharmaceutical concentrations in
solution were determined using a TOC analyzer (Shimadzu model #). Samples were standardized with
aqueous solutions of the same pharmaceutical compound, normalized to mg carbon content per mole.
Recovery of control spikes was between 90-105%.
For mixture pharmaceutical adsorption, all solutions were extracted and concentrated following EPA
methods and subsequently measured via UPLC at the Center for Environmental Science and Engineering
(University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT).
Approximately 8 mL of aqueous solution was extracted for UPLC/MS/MS analysis. The pH was
adjusted to 2 using concentrated HCl and 10000 ng/mL ketoprofen-d3 was added as a surrogate prior to
extraction with a 6cc HLB Oasis cartridge previously pre-conditioned with methanol and DI water. After
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passing through the entire sample, the cartridges were placed on a vacuum box for elution. To elute each
sample, 10 mL methanol was passed through each cartridge and collected in glass centrifuge tubes marked
at 0.2 mL level. Following this step, evaporation was performed under a gentle stream of nitrogen (180
mL/min) in a 35 °C water bath until the liquid level reached just under the 80 μl mark in each tube. Finally,
all samples were spiked with internal standard atrazine-d5 (5000 ng/mL) and adjusted with methanol to the
exact 80 μl mark if necessary. Using a glass pipette the contents were transferred to an LC vial for analysis.
Water samples for elemental analysis were filtered through a 0.45 µm nitrocellulose filter and acidified to
1% nitric acid prior to analysis.
Samples were analyzed on a Waters Acquity UPLC Triple Quadrupole MS/MS system in multiple
reaction monitoring mode. Chromatographic separation of compounds was carried out by an Agilent
ZORBAX StableBond C18 column (2.1 x 150 mm, 5 µm particle size).
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5.3. Results and Discussion

Figure 5.2 ATR-FTIR spectra o modified PAC materials, PAC/HNO3 is nitric acid oxidized PAC; PAC+EDC/EDA or
PAC+DCC/EDA are PAC initially oxidized by nitric acid and subsequently modified with reaction of EDC/EDA OR
DCC/EDA; PAC+SOCl2/EDA or PAC+(COCl)2/EDA are PAC initially oxidized by nitric acid and subsequently
modified with reaction of SOCl2/EDA or (COCl)2/EDA.

Figure 5.3 ATR-FTIR spectra of different CNT materials, CNT+(COCl)2/EDA are CNT initially oxidized by KMnO4
and subsequently modified with reaction of (COCl)2/EDA

The expected functional groups present on oxidized carbon material include carboxylic acid, phenols
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and ether groups. In the case of the EDA modified carbon materials, there is also expected to be a substantial
amount of -NH2 present. The modified carbon materials showed broad peaks centered around 1600 and
1300 cm-1, likely representing combination of NH(-CONH-) in plane bending and CON stretching (Zhu,
Yang et al. 2010).
Initially, the various pathways for amidation reactions tested with powdered activated carbon (PAC) as the carbon
material were assessed using ATR-FTIR. IR spectra showed no difference between nitric acid oxidized PAC (the
control) or the attempts to use the coupling reagents EDC or DCC to form amide linkages with EDA (Figure 5.2). We
suspect the reason the coupling reagents couldn’t promote amide formation was due to the need for these molecules
to form transition complexes on the surface of the carbon while it joins with the amine, which may have been sterically
hindered on a surface site compared to their typical use in solutions. There may also have been pore access limitations
due to the small mesopore size distribution and the need for both the coupling reagent and EDA to be in the same
vicinity for the reaction. On the other hand, amidation reactions using acyl chloride intermediates with either thionyl
chloride or oxalyl chloride were promising, as peaks of C=O at 1700 cm-1 shifted slightly to a lower wavenumber
compared to the control. If EDA formed an amide linkage with a carboxylic acid, the shift indicates a displacement of
the -OH group of the carboxylic acid has been substituted by -NH2. CHN analysis (Table 5.3) confirmed that the N
content in these materials was at least 2 folds higher than the control. Following trials with PAC, the acyl chloride
reactions were tested with both CNT and CNF oxidized base materials. With similar spectra patterns and specific
wavenumbers confirming a shift in carboxylic acid groups to amide bonds, and the similar increase in N content based
on CHN analysis (Table 5.3), we confirm EDA was successfully attached onto the surface of oxidized CNF and CNT.
Thus we can form an EDA modified material both through incorporation of EDA modified CNT (CNT/EDA) or
modification of the electrospun CNF-CNT materials.
Table 5.3 C, H, N elemental analysis of different CNT-CNF composites
Material

Carbon (%)

Hydrogen (%)

Nitrogen (%)

M3

71.7

1.6

6.5

M4

73.8

1.8

14.3

M5

68.3

1.9

15.1
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Table 5.4 Physical properties of different carbonaceous materials

Material

Average fiber diameter (nm)

BET surface area (m2/g)

Adsorption average pore width (Å)

ACNF

395±49

604.0

20.5

M2

277±33

167.3

25.6

M3

431±64

228.7

53.4

M4

387±49

88.3

82.7

M5

422 ±65

57.1

153.2
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ACNF

M3

M2

M4

M5

Figure 5.4 Scanning electron microscopy images of different carbonaceous materials

The SEM images of the all these carbonaceous materials possess morphology composed of primarily
cylindrical fibers. M2 has a more compact and ordered fiber web likely because the material only
experiences electrospinning, stabilization and carbonization with the templating agent PTA and not also
CNT. The other materials prepared with either different activation procedures or that introduced CNT into
the CNF structure, had more disorder observed in the fibers. Fibers may tangle, breakoff and even form
amorphous carbon. Even though steam activation can decrease fiber diameter, ACNF has greater average
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fiber diameter than others except M5 because the precursor for ACNF was a 14% PAN solution while all
other composites were prepared with a 12% PAN solution. With increased PAN concentration, the viscosity
increased and resulted in thicker fibers (Deitzel, Kleinmeyer et al. 2001). Similarly, with the inclusion of
CNT, the increased viscosity and presence of CNT generated thicker fibers in materials M3, M4, and M5
compared to M2. The thinner fibers in M4 may be explained because of the positively charged
ethylenediamine already attached instead of primarily carboxylic acids on other materials prepared with
CNT. The EDA may increase the electric field force, therefore spreading fibers more easily during the
electrospinning process. The M5 material is essentially post-functionalized M3 material. Since the M3
material was oxidized with permanganate, some CNF fiber was oxidized and formed sites for EDA binding,
but also resulted in decreased fiber diameters.
Steam activation at 600-1000 ℃ can open more micropores on CNF and may increase the surface area
by 10 to 100 times and generates what we called ACNF (Manickam, Karra et al. 2013). By decreasing the
PAN concentration and decreasing the carbonization temperature to 800 ℃, as well as adding PTA or CNT,
the surface area of the base CNF was elevated from ~5 m2 g-1 to ~200 m2 g-1 (Table 5.3). However, with the
use of EDA-functionalized CNT or posEDA-functionalized CNT-CNF, larger pores but lower surface area
is produced. For material M4, with the presence of EDA in electrospinning solution, more pore spaces may
have been generated due to the steric factor. This may explain the larger pores in that material, which
correspondingly amounts to a lower surface area. M5 is a post EDA-functionalized material. Based on our
previous study on oxidation reactions on carbonaceous material (Han, Li et al.), chemical degradation may
largely decrease micropore volume and reduce the surface area (Rivera-Utrilla, Sánchez-Polo et al. 2011).
In general, a higher surface area is considered an important factor for a good adsorbent. However,
adsorption of bulky organic chemicals might be greatly impeded by the size-exclusion effect (Kilduff,
Karanfil et al. 1996, Liu, Zheng et al. 2006, Ji, Liu et al. 2010). As a consequence, when targeting the larger
size of pharmaceutical compounds, especially a mixture of pharmaceutical compounds, materials with
appropriate pore size, i.e. mesopore dominant adsorbents, are likely to perform better than micropore
dominant adsorbents (Tamai, Kakii et al. 1996, Nakagawa, Namba et al. 2004).
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Adsorption assays with single or a mixture of pharmaceutical compounds were all conducted in
aqueous solution at pH 7. Based on the pKa values of different functional groups on the pharmaceutical
compounds, our selected compounds can be split into three categories, cationic, anionic and near neutral
with subtle anionic properties (Table 5.5). These categories are used when considering adsorption affinity
to the composite and EDA modified materials.
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Table 5.5 Chemical properties of selected pharmaceutical compounds
Molecular

Char
Lengths of three

Abbreviation

logKow

pKa

Weight

Structure

3D Structure

solut
dimensions (Å)

p

（g/mol）

APAP

0.46

ATN

0.16

9.38

151.163

8.876*4.326 *3.579

ca

266.336

14.449*6.924*3.072

ca

9.67;
14.08

CAFF

-0.07

10.4

194.19

7.296*6.038*1.799

ca

epine

CBZ

2.45

13.9

236.269

9.806*7.344*3.056

ca

c

DCF

4.51

4.15

296.148

10.433*8.129*1.794

an
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Molecular

Char
Lengths of three

Abbreviation

logKow

pKa

Weight

Structure

3D Structure

solut
dimensions (Å)

p

（g/mol）

IBP

3.97

4.91

206.29

10.913*4.308*3.980

an

KTP

3.12

4.45(3.88)

254.281

12.581*6.841*3.121

an

NP

3.18

4.15

230.259

12.414*5.531*3.080

an

SDM

1.63

1.95; 6.91

310.33

13.207*6.557*3.198

Mainl

subtl

Mainl
SMZ

0.89

1.9 ; 6.16

253.279

12.507*4.961*2.543

subtl

Note: The 3D structures of pharmaceutical molecules were depicted with Avogadro. Lengths of three dimensions were
measured based on plane of one benzene ring as x, y axis. Due to the length can only be measured between atom to atom, the
length may be overestimated. Also, the molecules can exist in different conformations, which may have an influence on the
overall length. For example, SDM, two benzene rings at two sides of S may favor a fold structure, which may change the steric
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structure and hence the length of each dimension. The estimation of lengths can give a general size of pharmaceutical, which may
help interpret some sorption behavior.
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Per surface area

ATN

CAFF

APAP

SMZ

Figure 5.5 Adsorption isotherms of four single pharmaceutical compounds Atenolol (ATN); Caffeine (CAFF); Acetaminophen
(APAP); Sulfamethoxazole (SMZ) with different carbonaceous materials (Left: adsorption normalized to per unit mass; Right:
adsorption normalized
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The adsorption affinities of the target pharmaceutical compounds were compared by calculating
equilibrium linear distribution coefficient (Kd) values of on the different CNF materials. Adsorption of
single pharmaceutical compound showed similar trends for all carbonaceous material and even at the
highest initial concentration at 200 mg/L in our study, the mass of pharmaceuticals hasn’t exceeded or
approached the maximum sorption capacity of all 5 materials.
Despite ACNF possessing the highest surface area amongst the adsorbents in the study, the sorption
distribution coefficient is relatively lower on a surface area basis compared to CNF or CNT-CNF
composites for ATN (14.449*6.924*3.072 Å) and SMZ (12.507*4.961*2.543 Å), while a higher Kd with
the smaller size molecules of CAFF (7.296*6.038*1.799 Å) and APAP (8.876*4.326 *3.579 Å). This may
be due to the size exclusion effect mentioned above. The average pore size of ACNF is 20 Å and
microporosity occupies 70%. SMZ possess a two cyclic structure while ATN has long n-alkanes (straightchain alkanes). For these relatively larger pharmaceutical compounds, ATN and SMZ may be constrained
from entering the micropores and subsequently adsorbing to the surface. M2 has a similar average pore size
as ACNF, but it shows a lower Kd for ATN than those with double the pore size in CNF-CNT composites.
This can also support the importance of a size exclusion effect here. Former studies showed ACNF possess
a large portion of oxygen groups on the surface and some of them are carboxylic acids. As a result, ACNF
should be negatively charged. Compared with ACNF, the CNF control hardly forms oxygen groups due to
the lack of steam activation. Despite the inclusion of carboxylated CNT, excessive reactants should have
transformed carboxylic acids to positively charged -NH2 functionalities. Even though the electrostatic
repulsion exists for M4 and M5, the sorption capacities are relatively large for ATN and SMZ. Thus, M3
with mostly carboxylic acids functionalities and larger pores shows the greatest Kd for both ATN and SMZ.
However, for positively charged pharmaceutical APAP and CAFF, ACNF shows larger sorption affinities,
especially for CAFF. With adsorbate molecules becoming smaller, we believe the loss of size exclusion
effect makes the sorption sites on ACNF more simply accessible for these pharmaceuticals. Aromatic rings
of CAFF molecules are adsorbed in parallel to the carbon surface and there is no major competition between
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adsorbate and water molecules for the active adsorption sites on ACNF (Sotelo, Rodríguez et al. 2012).
After the compounds locate on the sorption sites, the negatively charged carboxylic acids form electrostatic
attraction with these positively charged compounds and hence increase the sorption affinities. Besides, the
aromatic rings of CAFF interact strongly on mostly hydrophobic ACNF via π−π interactions.(Chen, Duan
et al. 2007).
Although there is some sorption affinity difference amongst all five carbonaceous materials when it is
normalized to per mass, sorption affinity illustrates a larger difference when it is normalized to per surface
area. Especially for materials M4 and M5, they adsorb much more pharmaceutical compounds than the
others even though they possess lower surface areas. The pore-filling effect may be one beneficial factor
(Cai and Larese-Casanova 2016). , We find out our carbonaceous materials have similar Kd values (0.590.8 L/g) to two synthesized carbons, which are in the order of 104-105 L/kg for SMZ adsorption (Ji, Liu et
al. 2010). In this case, although there is surface area limitation, the sorption affinity of functionalized CNT
and CNF composites proves promising.

Table 5.6 Kd value of different single pharmaceutical compound sorbed onto different carbonaceous materials
Adsorption normalized to mass

ATN

CAFF

APAP

SMZ

Adsorption normalized to surface area

ACNF

M2

M3

M4

M5

ACNF

M2

M3

M4

M5

Kd (L/g)

0.18

0.10

0.24

0.21

0.19

Kd (L/m2)

0.0003

0.0006

0.0011

0.0024

0.0034

R2

0.93

0.00

0.99

0.94

0.82

R2

0.93

0.00

0.99

0.94

0.82

Kd (L/g)

3.02

0.55

0.65

0.61

0.52

Kd (L/m2)

0.0050

0.0033

0.0028

0.0069

0.0046

R2

0.80

0.99

0.73

0.99

0.95

R2

0.80

0.99

0.73

0.99

0.95

Kd (L/g)

2.08

2.06

2.23

1.84

0.53

Kd (L/m2)

0.0034

0.0123

0.0098

0.0210

0.0046

R2

0.96

0.99

0.63

0.99

0.91

R2

0.96

0.99

0.63

0.99

0.91

Kd (L/g)

0.59

0.78

0.80

0.78

0.68

Kd (L/m2)

0.0010

0.0046

0.0036

0.0088

0.0059

R2

0.90

0.96

0.99

0.98

0.90

R2

0.90

0.96

0.99

0.98

0.90
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Figure 5.6 Adsorption distribution of ten mixture pharmaceutical compounds sorbed onto different carbonaceous materials,
respectively (Left: adsorption normalized to per mass; Right: adsorption normalized to per surface area)
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Table 5.7 Kd value of different mixture pharmaceutical compounds sorbed onto different carbonaceous materials
Adsorption normalized to mass
ACNF

M2

M3

M4

M5

Kd (L/g)

291.08

4.81

N/A

6.53

9.08

R2

0.5046

0.11

N/A

0.68

Kd (L/g)

0.37

1.74

17.70

R2

0.60

0.17

Kd (L/g)

0.36

R2

Adsorption normalized to surface area
ACNF

M2

M3

M4

M5

Kd (L/m2)

0.22

0.03

N/A

0.07

0.17

0.52

R2

N/A

0.11

N/A

0.68

0.52

1.17

0.98

Kd (L/m2)

0.00

0.01

0.08

0.01

0.02

0.91

0.88

0.805

R2

0.60

0.17

0.91

0.88

0.81

2.89

64.30

0.80

0.78

Kd (L/m2)

0.00

0.02

0.29

0.01

0.01

0.84

0.11

0.91

0.96

0.90

R2

0.84

0.11

0.91

0.96

0.90

Kd (L/g)

0.48

2.64

7.43

0.58

0.92

Kd (L/m2)

0.00

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.02

R2

0.68

0.56

0.47

0.92

0.99

R2

0.68

0.56

0.57

0.92

0.99

Kd (L/g)

0.65

1.36

3.00

0.83

2.06

Kd (L/m2)

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.04

R2

0.80

0.80

0.90

0.95

0.93

R2

0.80

0.80

0.90

0.95

0.93

Kd (L/g)

0.72

0.63

0.52

1.00

0.16

Kd (L/m2)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

R2

0.82

0.89

0.56

0.91

0.70

R2

0.82

0.89

0.56

0.91

0.69

Kd (L/g)

0.55

1.91

2.07

0.74

1.31

Kd (L/m2)

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02

R2

0.91

0.78

0.88

0.94

0.99

R2

0.91

0.78

0.88

0.94

0.99

Kd (L/g)

0.85

2.09

3.66

0.89

2.55

Kd (L/m2)

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.045

R2

0.85

0.86

0.86

0.72

0.89

R2

0.85

0.86

0.86

0.72

0.89

Kd (L/g)

N/A

0.67

1.68

0.04

0.21

Kd (L/m2)

N/A

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

R2

N/A

0.84

0.86

0.11

0.66

R2

N/A

0.84

0.86

0.1

0.66

Kd (L/g)

0.85

1.20

1.04

0.75

1.19

Kd (L/m2)

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.01

0.02

R2

0.65

0.55

0.74

0.65

0.78

R2

0.65

0.55

0.74

0.65

0.78

ATN

CAFF
Cationic
APAP

CBZ

DCF

IBP
Anionic
KTP

NP

SDM
Neutral
SMZ

In the application of adsorption for purification of water, the treatment needs are normally for a mixture
of many compounds instead of a single one. The interactions of these compounds may mutually enhance
or inhibit the adsorption affinity of the adsorbents (Ho and McKay 1999). In consequence, adsorption of
pharmaceutical mixtures is much more complicated. Generally smaller R2 are found and it could indicate a
displacement effect, effectively displacing and replacing the other compound of lower affinity from the
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adsorption sites (Zhao, Liu et al. 2016). It is found that CAFF, APAP and SMZ have the same trend of a
reduced Kd value compared to the single pharmaceutical compound sorption scenario.
Batch adsorption experiments were completed with a mixture of 10 pharmaceutical compounds. As a
way to assess sorption differences between compounds, they were classified as cationic, anionic or near
neutral based on the pKa of the function groups at the experimental pH. ATN, CAFF, APAP and CBZ are
all positively charged at pH 7. Compared to the other three cationic pharmaceuticals, the model fit is not as
good for ATN (R2 = xx), which may be due to the molecular structure of ATN (14.449*6.924*3.072 Å)
with a long chain that can twist and fold when diffusing to the sorption sites and take on various steric
structures.

Among

APAP

(8.876*4.326*3.579

Å),

CAFF

(7.296*6.038*1.799

Å),

CBZ

(9.806*7.344*3.056 Å), CBZ has relatively smaller Kd than the other two compounds, which may be
explained due to the larger size of the CBZ molecule. With respect to materials, M2 and M3 generally have
higher sorption affinity than the other materials. These can be simply explained that M2 and M3 are attached
with carboxylic acid groups, especially M3. Carboxylic acids with inclusion of CNT are deprotonated when
pH is 7, therefore it forms strong electrostatic attraction with positively charged pharmaceuticals and hence
increase the sorption affinity. With the strong electrostatic attraction, M2 and M3 has much higher sorption
distribution of these cationic pharmaceuticals than anionic and neutral pharmaceuticals.
In the group of anionic pharmaceuticals, DCF (10.433*8.129*1.794 Å), IBP (10.913*4.308*3.980 Å),
KTP (12.581*6.841*3.121 Å), NP (12.414*5.531*3.080), the difference of sorption normalized to mass
and the size are not very clear. Even though M4 and M5 are positively charged with -NH2 groups, the
advantages for sorption haven’t be demonstrated. However, when comparing M4 and M5, the anionic
compounds do adsorb to a greater extent than the cationic and neutral compounds. By comparing M2 and
M3 sorption to cationic compound, the anionic compound shows lower sorption affinity due to the
electrostatic repulsion. When comparing to the neutral group of SDM (13.207*6.557*3.198 Å), SMZ
(12.507*4.961*2.543 Å), actually gently anionic, anionic groups shows some larger sorption distribution
while almost similar pattern, these may be due to the larger size of SDM and SMZ.
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We can conclude from the mixture pharmaceuticals adsorption that the size and the charged ion of
pharmaceutical compounds, the surface charge and surface area of adsorbent materials are of importance
to the resulted sorption distributions.

5.4. Conclusions
The amidation pathway studied in this research can be mimicked with other chemical compounds with
-NH2 at one end of the molecule to introduce varieties of functionalities. Composites of functionalized CNT
and CNF successfully combine chemical properties and membrane structure. The removal of single
pharmaceutical or mixture pharmaceutical compounds by composites of functionalized CNT and CNF was
found to be at least as effective as some other recently produced materials. The pre-functionalized CNT
inclusion or the functionalization on composites of CNT and CNF can both be good choices depending on
the circumstances or micropollutants targeted. The composite materials can be alternative adsorbents in
water treatment operating in batch adsorption studies, but further work should be investigated for the
performance and operational cost of these carbon materials in flow through and at pilot scales.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and future work
This work has majorly explored a surface functionalized carbon- based nanofiber used in an integrated
nonwoven membrane form for adsorption in aqueous systems. With sorption characterization with PAHs,
ACNF adsorption patterns have been evaluated and proves as a promising adsorbent for hydrophobic
contaminant and small molecules, e.g. gas. Both boundary layer diffusion and intraparticle diffusion are
rate controlling steps. To contribute for large range of other charged or polar micropollutants adsorption,
the approaches for carbon modification have been conducted. Traditional oxidation protocols using HNO3,
HNO3/H2SO4, and KMnO4 do increase the carboxylic acid contents, however, they also destroyed the
macrostructure of the ACNF. Milder novel oxidants RuO4 and OsO4, in tandem with secondary oxidants
(such as KMnO4 or Oxone®) were characterized as significant increase in carboxylic acid functionalization
but with no concomitant loss of macrostructure. Also, the characterization indicated the presence of both
single and adjacent carboxylic acid groups with KMnO4 or OsO4/ KMnO4 treatment. Adjacent carboxylic
acids can be good tuning site for further introducing functionalities and subsequently enhancing sorption
capacity. Furthermore, based on carboxylic acids on the surface, oxalyl chloride can simply form acyl
chloride for subsequent amine- introduction by amide forming reaction. Different carbonaceous materials,
such as PAC, CNT and ACNF, show successfully amine- attachment, despite of difference in structure.
The similar chemical reaction patterns can be followed by amide formation to tailor with different
functionalities. For example, cysteamine with one end of -NH and the other end of -SH, -SH can follow the
amide formation and finally get settled on the surface of carbon. The properties of tunable chemistry allows
for applications beyond water treatment. These include gas filtration and sorption, such as gas scrubbing,
organic solvent vapor capture and air recycling applications in enclosed spaces. In addition, it could be
modified for recovery of rare catalysts (e.g. platinum group elements) from industrial applications.
Other perspectives to introducing functionalities have been developed. Instead of directly carving
ACNF surface with harsh chemical reactions, adding functionalized CNT is also feasible and effective
method into CNF materials. Concentration of ingredients, templating pore generator, thermal processing
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parameters have been studied. Currently for pharmaceutical adsorption, 12% PAN, 2% CNT and 0.8% PTA
are the appropriate parameters for electrospun CNT-CNF composites. In the similar manner, membrane
form can simply maintain with pre-functionalizing on CNT. After adsorption test with pharmaceuticals, the
pre-functionalized CNT and CNF composites show great sorption capacity per surface area. These findings
will contribute to a transformative advance in potable water treatment as tuneable ACNF material or
functionalized CNT-CNF composites. It is hopefully to treat water at high loading rates for removal of
contaminants with a wide range of chemical properties. This opens the door to develop low-profile pointof use treatment devices with modular assembly: these carbonaceous membrane materials with different
functional groups may be used individually, or combined together, as needed, for specific or multiple
contaminant removal. The high treatment capacity per volume makes them particularly useful in remote
locations, e.g. space or submarine water treatment systems.
Real water testing in the future is necessary. Naturally occurring organic matter, and hardness are
potentially of interest before application into water treatment systems. Constrains, recycle and cost structure
are also key factors to explore. Materials can be further altered. From the material fabrication perspective,
precursor material PAN can be substituted by polyurethane, polyvinyl alcohol or polystyrene etc. based on
the functions of materials. The chemical reaction is very versatile and either ACNF or CNT-CNF
composites can be easily tailored by selecting appropriate reactions, and they can apply pre-treatment or
post-treatment.
In conclusion, different forms of activated carbon nanofiber and CNT-CNF composites are at the
forefront of nanotechnology. With regard to this exciting technology, we foresee and anticipate that by
overcoming all the challenges ahead, significant breakthroughs in moving beyond the current state of the
nanofiber technology towards commercial viability and implementation in our everyday lives.
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